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Understanding society’s needs and 
structural changes through fresh 

viewpoints and up-to-date information

—Congratulations, Mr. Iwamoto, on your appoint-
ment as President of NTT DATA. Could you tell us 
what you would like to accomplish going forward?

There are various things that I would like to accom-
plish in the years ahead, and in this regard, let me tell 
you about the two main pillars of our new Medium-
Term Management Policy. One is becoming a Global 
Top 5 player, which is quite a challenge, and the other 
is improving our corporate value to an earnings-per-
share (EPS) of 20,000 yen.

At present, we are ranked no. 6 in terms of market 
share in global information technology (IT) services. 
In other words, we are just one rank away from enter-
ing the top 5, but there is a large gulf between ranks 5 
and 6. Growth is the root of corporate activities, and 
to provide our customers with top-notch, compelling 

services, we plan to execute an all-out growth strategy 
that integrates the abilities of both domestic and over-
seas companies in the NTT DATA Group.

To meet our EPS target, we are strongly committed 
to improving our corporate value as demanded of a 
global enterprise. We intend to do this by helping our 
customers raise their earnings and creating new value 
for society. To reach an EPS of 20,000 yen, we must 
raise our net profit by around �0% annually over the 
next four years, which is no small challenge.

In all sincerity, I would like to work toward this 
goal together with all 60,000 or so NTT DATA Group 
employees working in Japan and overseas.

A new strategy unfolding under 
the keyword “remarketing”

—Do you have a specific strategy for accomplishing 
these objectives?

We actually have three concrete strategies here: 
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Achieving Dramatic Gains in 
Domestic and International 
Markets through Remarketing
Toshio Iwamoto 
President and Chief Executive Officer,
NTT DATA

Overview
To respond to the accelerating globalization of the information and com-

munications technology (ICT) market, NTT DATA is enthusiastically 
working as a unified enterprise to establish a dominant presence in world 
markets through its Global One NTT DATA system. Using novel strategies 
and viewpoints, Toshio Iwamoto, the new President and Chief Executive 
Officer, has demonstrated outstanding ability as a project manager through-
out his years at NTT DATA. After our previous talk with him two and a half 
years ago, we sat down with him again to discuss the company’s new 
Medium-Term Management Policy.
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remarketing; major reform of software production 
technologies; and expansion, enhancement, and forti-
fication of global business.

Of course, our business activities are based on mar-
keting. It may sometimes happen that we give up on 
past marketing results, viewing them as ineffective, 
and then lose faith in all marketing. However, the 
market environment is changing significantly over 
time and the technologies of our industry are advanc-
ing rapidly. In times past, there were cases in which 
we simply could not meet the needs of our customers, 
but nowadays, there are increasingly more cases in 
which we can satisfy them.

I call this the afterimage phenomenon. If we can 
completely eliminate the afterimage of results 
obtained by past marketing efforts and take another 
look at the market from a fresh perspective, then per-
haps we can open up new markets in Japan and 
abroad. This is what I call remarketing, which is an 
approach that I would like to pursue wholeheartedly. 
This concept of remarketing also has another mean-
ing: by obtaining a clear understanding of society’s 
needs and the changes in social structures, we should 
be able to provide new and novel services and create 
new markets. I would like to pursue these activities 
on an ongoing basis.

For example, the removal of the ban on banks being 
involved in the insurance business allowed them to 
sell insurance from bank counters, and in response to 
this change in social structure, we developed a system 
for handling such transactions. We also created an e-
money system making use of technical innovations. 
This required extensive work at the time of develop-
ment, but we take pride in having created a system 
that pleased our customers and in being able to spread 
and establish it in society.

I feel that NTT DATA can play a useful social role 
by seizing these opportunities to enter new markets 
through social changes, the easing of regulations, and 
technical innovations. By working to cultivate new 
markets, we can support social progress and help 
bring about a feeling of well-being and happiness in 
many people.

—NTT DATA has undertaken the development of 
unique, large-scale systems in the past. On the basis 
of this experience, what do you think will be the issues 
confronting Japan in the future and the role of NTT 
DATA in solving them?

In the public sector, there are a number of issues 
that must be addressed. These include the creation of 

a new national identity (ID) system and comprehen-
sive reform of social security and tax. Of course, we 
would like to play an active, helpful role in solving 
these social issues. Most of Japan’s public systems 
are unique in the sense that each has only a single 
version. For example, only one customs system is 
needed in Japan, but I would like to see it applied in 
such a way that other countries could make use of it 
too.

The financial industry is likewise in a severe situa-
tion. If the market changes, then so do the methods 
used for settlement and associated IT processing. We 
would like to provide and support outstanding prod-
ucts in pace with those changes.

Let me now move on to major reform of software 
production technologies. In general, the software 
development process begins with the definition of 
requirements, which are then used as a basis for basic 
and detailed design, programming, testing, and ship-
ping. Examining this sequence of tasks, we can see 
that there are some process flows in which human 
labor is concentrated. In today’s software industry, 
collaboration with partner companies is the usual 
choice as a short-term remedy for such a problem. 
Moreover, we outsource those portions of work that 
are labor intensive to overseas companies to cut 
costs.

With these things in mind, let’s take a quick look at 
the manufacturing industry. The trend toward auto-
mation in production plants is accelerating and it is 
becoming possible to stabilize product quality and 
ensure satisfactory levels of quality, cost, and deliv-
ery. I often think about whether such a system—which 
entails a transformation from labor-intensive to 
knowledge-intensive work—could also be applied to 
the software industry. What I would like to do here is 
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focus talented personnel and manpower on perform-
ing critical design work and extracting and satisfying 
customer needs.

In fact, we faced a similar challenge about �0 years 
ago, but were not successful in achieving such a 
laborsaving system. Compared with today, computers 
were severely lacking in power, and system imple-
mentation was costly. Now, however, such a system is 
possible. We would like to exploit the high perfor-
mance of today’s computers to achieve a major 
reform of software production technologies. We are 
already making progress in automating nearly �00% 
of software development in several large-scale proj-
ects, so I think we are getting better in this regard. We 
would like to become a global leader in such systems 
and propose a business model created in Japan.

Finally, let’s talk about global business. At present, 
we are doing business from offices in ��6 cities in �5 
countries and regions. Although our expansion to 
date has centered on mergers and acquisitions, we 
have been integrating and reorganizing overseas 
group companies since January 20�2, beginning in 
North America, and have nearly completed the inte-
gration of the entire group under the NTT DATA 
brand. I think that we are finally in the first stage of 
expanding our global business, and we have already 
built an environment in which we can quickly provide 
services to our customers throughout the world, many 
of whom are Japanese global enterprises. In the sec-
ond stage of this process, the plan is to link all NTT 

DATA Group employees worldwide and expand, 
enhance, and fortify our global business.

At the same time, there’s more to global business 
than just talking about ways of expanding business. 
There are also problems dealing with the merging of 
cultures and the integration of human resources. We 
intend to address and solve these problems.

Recognize one’s role by zooming in and 
taking a historical viewpoint

—Our previous talk, two and a half years ago [1], left 
a deep impression on me because you talked about 
the need for a manager to have firm philosophical 
convictions and a strong desire to develop business 
based on those convictions. Now that you have 
become president, what do you see as your corner-
stone in working to achieve NTT DATA’s objectives?

That would be the way of looking at things. I tell 
employees that there are two important ways of look-
ing at the world around you.

The first is looking by zooming in. Advances in the 
network are enabling us to understand things in the 
world around us as if we were taking them in our 
hands. When something major happens in the world, 
you should first examine it closely and then consider 
its effects on roles and activities from a sequence of 
viewpoints, starting with Japan as a whole and then 
moving on to NTT DATA, its various sections and 
projects, your family or the environment immediately 
surrounding you, and finally yourself. In other words, 
by first obtaining the big picture of a world trend and 
then gradually zooming in on yourself, you should be 
able to understand what you should do and what 
stance you should take in response to that trend.

The second is looking from a historical viewpoint. 
Treating the question of how far back to look as a 
separate issue, let’s take a look at the history of the 
Internet as one example. If we consider �995 to be the 
first year of the Internet in Japan, we can see that not 
even 20 years have passed since then. From a world 
perspective, the diffusion of web browsers is said to 
have begun in �99� (although there are various opin-
ions about this), and that too is only about 20 years 
ago. And what about computer history? Well, the first 
computer in the world is said to have been the ENIAC 
in �946, but even if we include analog computers (as 
opposed to today’s digital computers), the birth of the 
computer is still barely more than 65 years ago. 
Against this background, we are now entering an era 
in which many people are carrying around handheld 
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computers such as smartphones that are having a 
major effect on personal lifestyle and on government, 
economic, and business activities. Looking at tech-
nology developments in a historical manner does not 
mean concentrating on just certain points but rather 
examining such development processes comprehen-
sively and consistently. This approach enables us to 
foresee how another process may unfold. Applying it 
to smartphones and looking five years into the future, 
I can imagine that some kind of device may arise to 
replace it even without changing the basic smart-
phone concept, or perhaps the basic form of the 
smartphone will change.

Zooming in or adopting a historical viewpoint in 
this way lets you understand the present and focus on 
things to come. I would like us to work toward 
achieving our objectives on the basis of this way of 
looking at the world around us.

—Mr. Iwamoto, could you leave us with a few words 
of encouragement for researchers and project man-
agers?

To NTT DATA researchers, I would say, “Let’s 
clarify what we want to accomplish through technol-
ogy development.” While asking ourselves what kind 
of information society needs to be created, let’s 
improve our ability to foresee the near future. To this 
end, we need to collaborate with other NTT Group 
companies and form alliances whenever appropriate 
or feasible. There are various keywords that can be 
used to describe the work of NTT DATA, such as big 
data, machine-to-machine (M2M), and sensor net-
works, but in any case, we take great pride in being a 
technology company. The tools that technology-
development personnel go on to create lie at the heart 
of what we are. Furthermore, I would like to see us 
develop Japan-original technologies and services not 
only for Japan but also for the whole world, and I 
would like to make investments to that end. 

To project managers, I would say, “Be philoso-
phers!” Without inspiration and empathy, people will 
not move. So on the basis of this principle, I would 
like them to motivate people while having firm beliefs 

about life. This is a mindset that I want all project 
managers to have at all times.

Reference
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1.   Introduction

The spread of social media and mobile information 
devices has accelerated in recent years, and huge 
quantities of digital data are now being produced and 
stored throughout the world. It reached �.8 ZB (zetta-
bytes: �02� bytes) in 20�� and is expected to increase 
another fiftyfold over the next 20 years. We can 
safely say that the era of big data is now upon us. The 
use of big data as a buzzword can be traced back to a 
May 20�� report “Big data: The next frontier for 
innovation, competition, and productivity” by MGI 
(McKinsey Global Institute, the research division of 
McKinsey & Company) [�]. This report suggested 
that big data can lead to the creation of huge monetary 
value in diverse fields including healthcare, econom-
ics, and manufacturing. For example, it is estimated 
that the utilization of big data helps the US healthcare 
sector save $300 billion each year. There is also a 
growing trend towards the spread of cloud environ-
ments and open-source large-scale parallel distributed 
computing environments such as Hadoop, so big data 
is clearly set to become a driving force behind infor-
mation and communications technology (ICT) inno-
vation in this century [2].

The term big data encompasses not only large and 
highly diverse (atypical) data that is difficult to accu-
mulate, edit, and store in conventional databases, but 
also the substantial benefits to industry and society 
that are gained by deriving new value from it. Or to 
put is another way, big data is not just about how 

much data you have, but also about the scenarios you 
use to gain new value from it and the techniques you 
use to implement these scenarios. For example, Indi-
ana University, USA, has devised an analysis method 
that can make stock market forecasts with 87% accu-
racy by analyzing 9.8 million tweets from 2.7 million 
Twitter users. Its ability to predict the stock market 
from tweets can be attributed to the easy availability 
of vast quantities of data. This example indicates that 
the big data era is characterized by the profitable 
application of completely new analysis methods. In 
other words, businesses must somehow derive valu-
able information from the serendipitous effects of 
combining large quantities of seemingly unrelated 
information.

 On the other hand, researchers need core technolo-
gies that can extract and merge latent information 
from large and diverse data sources in order to make 
predictions. In addition to these core technologies, it 
is also important to construct a next-generation ICT 
infrastructure to provide a foundation for big data. 
This infrastructure should support a cyber-physical 
system that allows computing resources to be used in 
cyberspace to perform advanced analysis of highly 
diverse data, and it should use the results to promote 
a real-world system in order to construct a highly 
efficient social system. In this set of Feature Articles, 
as some of the research currently under way at NTT 
Communication Science Laboratories (NTT CS Labs), 
we introduce the core technology and infrastructure 
technology that is essential for the big data era.

Communication Science for  
the Big Data Era
Naonori Ueda

Abstract
This set of Feature Articles, on the theme of communication science that connects information and 

humans, introduces the research efforts and achievements of NTT Communication Science Laboratories 
for the big data era. Around the world, digital data is being created and stored in enormous quantities 
and the era of big data is now upon us. For research and business applications, it is vital to have some 
way of extracting new value from these huge and diverse data resources.

Feature Articles: Communication Science that Connects 
Information and Humans
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2.   Cyber-physical system core technology and 
infrastructure technology

Machine learning techniques have been attracting 
attention for big data analysis applications. Simple 
statistical analysis is insufficient for dealing with a 
huge and diverse set of data, so to support a cyber-
physical system we need techniques that can learn the 
underlying models of data (data generation mecha-
nisms) from previous data and can use these models 
for learning in order to predict future events. How-
ever, the majority of conventional machine learning 
techniques are targeted at predefined tasks such as 
regression analysis and classification problems. In 
the big data era, what we really need is a technique 
that can take in a diverse variety of data and extract 
the latent data structures (correlation relationships 
and causality relationships) that exist within it. In 
other words, we need hypothesis discovery tech-
niques rather than hypothesis testing techniques. At 
NTT CS Labs, with this in mind, we are researching 
relational data mining techniques based on a machine 
learning approach, and we are also conducting empir-
ical studies using real data from sources such as Twit-
ter. This is described in detail in the Feature Article 
“Extracting Essential Structure from Data” [3] in this 
issue.

As more information is made public in the big data 
era, issues of security and privacy become more 
apparent. At present, encryption and authentication 
techniques are used to prevent the disclosure of or 
tampering with data transmitted across networks. 
These security techniques are based on random num-
bers, but since most random numbers are currently 
pseudorandom numbers generated by numerical 
series calculations, it is easy to predict the random 
numbers that will be output if the initial value (seed) 
and generating formula are leaked. Thus, from this 
viewpoint, absolute security is not assured. An alter-
native method called physical random number gen-
eration produces random numbers from physical 
phenomena. For some years now, we have been work-
ing on a method for generating physical random 
numbers from the chaotic behavior of semiconductor 
lasers. In 2008, we achieved the world’s fastest phys-
ical random number generation rate of �.7 Gbit/s. In 
20�0, we implemented this technique in a miniatur-
ized device by taking advantage of optical integrated 
circuit technology. Since this method is theoretically 
guaranteed to provide unpredictable results, it can be 
said to be a core security technology that provides the 
ultimate in security. Details can be found in the Fea-

ture Article “Fast Physical Random Number Genera-
tion Using Semiconductor Laser Chaos” [4].

Attention is also being drawn to machine-to-
machine (M2M) systems in which machines con-
nected to computers in a cyber-physical system can 
implement intelligent control through the mutual 
exchange of information without any human inter-
vention. Sensor network technology is therefore an 
important part of the technical infrastructure for such 
systems. In the future, sensor network technology 
will not only make use of information derived from 
the sensor values themselves, such as temperature 
readings and chemical concentrations, but also 
require advanced information processing capabilities 
such as the ability to infer the occurrence of events 
from the information obtained from multiple sensors. 
At the CS Labs, we have developed a technique for 
recognizing human behavior from multiple sensors 
such as accelerometers, cameras, and microphones. 
We are also researching a method for gathering infor-
mation efficiently from a large number of wireless 
sensor nodes. Details can be found in the Feature 
Article “Information Processing of Sensor Networks” 
[5].

3.   Basic research exploring the essential 
nature of communication

Needless to say, conversations between humans 
form the basis of communication. However, a conver-
sation is not just an exchange of linguistic informa-
tion; other factors such as feelings of sympathy and 
antipathy (nonverbal information) also play impor-
tant roles. We are researching a system and conversa-
tion scene analysis technique that utilizes techniques 
for extracting verbal information (speech recogni-
tion) and nonverbal information (emotion recogni-
tion) in a conversation to ascertain the circumstances 
under which messages are sent (when, where, who, to 
whom, what, how, and why (known as 6W�H)). We 
are working on a system called MM-Space that repro-
duces human head movements as physical move-
ments of a display screen in order to allow a remote 
conversation participant to be represented at a differ-
ent location. This system is described in detail in the 
Feature Article “MM-Space: Recreating Multiparty 
Conversation Space by Using Dynamic Displays” 
[6].

In addition to simple enhancements of telecommu-
nications technology in a cyber-physical system, it is 
also essential to implement a communications-based 
society that lets anyone enjoy the convenience of this 
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advanced technology in a safe, secure, and enriching 
way. To this end, we feel that it is important to pro-
mote not only information science but also research 
on its human science and social science aspects. Ever 
since its establishment, the CS Labs has been con-
ducting research aimed at clarifying the nature of 
communication. ICT must adapt to human society. To 
create a richly featured communication environment, 
we cannot simply confine our studies to information 
per se; we must also study the information processing 
mechanisms that humans use to send and receive 
information. Recently, we have been trying to clarify 
how the human brain assimilates information gath-
ered by the senses, and we have made new discover-
ies related to the interaction between sight and hear-
ing. Details can be found in the Feature Article 
“Hearing Sound Alters Seeing Light” [7].
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1.   Introduction

The analysis of big data is becoming a hot trend in 
the information and communications technology 
(ICT) business. However, there is no concrete defini-
tion of big data. Most of the data treated in big data 
analyses is characterized by its large amount, which 
greatly exceeds the amount that can be treated manu-
ally.

For example, gigantic purchase records of an online 
commerce service are organized and managed by 
computers, and this data helps to generate product 
recommendations for each customer. And the servers 
used by Twitter, a well-known online social network-
ing service (SNS) and microbloging service, handle 
more than 4.5 million tweets (messages) per day [�]. 
Analyzing trends in Twitter obviously requires com-
puters to deal with this amount of digital data.

We need an automated computational process and 
data mining technique to understand the characteris-
tics of such big data and extract useful knowledge 
from it. However, they will not come into existence 
by themselves. We must choose a principle, or crite-
rion, that defines the actual computation process and 
controls the data usage. NTT Communication Sci-
ence Laboratories (CS Labs) is researching data min-
ing techniques based on statistical machine learning 
that seek the best answers in the statistical and proba-
bilistic senses.

Statistical machine learning primarily handles 
numbers, i.e., numerical data. In this article, we 
assume that the data can be converted into a data 

matrix like the cells of a spreadsheet (Fig. 1). For 
example, we can convert the purchase records of an 
online shopping service by placing the customer’s 
identity (ID) on the vertical axis and the product ID 
on the horizontal axis. In the same manner, an SNS 
friend network can be converted into a data matrix. A 
friend relation, or a follower relation, between two 
users is defined by the source (user who follows) and 
the destination (user who is followed). Setting the 
source as the vertical axis and the destination as the 
horizontal axis, we obtain the data matrix of an SNS 
friend network. These are just examples: many kinds 
of data can be converted into data matrices. 

In this article, we introduce a few data mining tech-
niques that are being studied and developed at NTT 
CS Labs. We use statistical machine learning tech-
niques to model such data as structural relations 
between a small number of essential factors such as 
product purchase patterns or communities and hubs 
in networks. These methods automatically decom-
pose complicated data and find essential factors with-
out careful manual tuning thanks to statistical crite-
ria. 

In sections 2 and 3, we introduce two remarkable 
methods: nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [3] 
and infinite relational models (IRMs).

2.   Pattern extraction from real-valued 
data matrix by NMF

NMF is applicable for a data matrix whose ele-
ments are nonnegative. Its goal is to decompose the 

Extracting Essential Structure  
from Data
Katsuhiko Ishiguro and Koh Takeuchi

Abstract
In this article, we introduce part of our technique for analyzing and mining data matrices by using 

statistical machine learning approaches. The analysis of big data is becoming a hot trend in the informa-
tion and communications technology (ICT) field, and automated computational methods are indispens-
able because the data volumes exceed manual capabilities. Statistical machine learning provides good 
solutions for this purpose, as we show in this article.

Feature Articles: Communication Science that Connects 
Information and Humans
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data matrix into two smaller matrices: one represent-
ing patterns and the other representing the strengths 
of the patterns in each dataset. NMF finds two opti-
mal nonnegative matrices in terms of the reconstruc-
tion errors with respect to the original data matrix 

(Fig. 2(a)). An example of how to interpret the NMF 
decomposition is shown in Fig. 2(b). 

Let us consider the analysis of a newspaper data 
matrix. The data matrix consists of the word counts of 
the newspaper articles. Colored column vectors 
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correspond to articles, and a number in a column vec-
tor represents the number of times a word appears in 
an article. In this case, the pattern matrix consists of 
column vectors, where each vector corresponds to a 
topic discussed in articles, such as sports, economics, 
and politics. Each pattern has its own word frequency 
distribution: thus, we can identify the contents of a 
pattern. Moreover, each article (dataset) has its own 
pattern strengths, as summarized in a strength matrix. 
Using this strength, we can easily summarize the 
contents of many articles. In summary, NMF extracts 
patterns and pattern strengths at the same time by 
decomposing the original data matrix. 

Here, we introduce an application of NMF to Twit-
ter topic extraction. It is not an easy task to find and 
grasp topics existing in Twitter because of the number 
and variety of tweets. We tackle this problem by 
decomposing summary articles (summaries) in a con-
tent curation site, which presents collections of social 
media content voluntarily collected and reordered.

In this task, the data matrix consists of a number of 
column vectors where each column vector corre-
sponds to a summary. The elements in a column vec-

tor indicate the appearance frequencies of words in an 
summary (Fig. 3(a)). NMF gives patterns of word 
distributions corresponding to topics in Twitter 
(Fig. 3(b)) and the strengths of patterns within each 
summary at the same time. 

The results of analyzing approximately �00,000 
summaries (summarizing approx. �0,000,000 tweets) 
from Feb. 20�0 to Apr. 20�� are presented in Fig. 3(c). 
Extracted topics are very clear and easy to interpret. 
For example, the first topic is related to economics, 
the third topic corresponds to foot-and-mouth disease 
outbreaks in Miyazaki, the fourth topic concerns tsu-
namis at Sanriku in the previous Tohoku Earthquake, 
and the fifth topic is related to emergency earthquake 
warnings.

3.   Relation cluster extraction from 
binary data matrix by IRMs

In this section, we introduce IRMs [4] that are espe-
cially applicable for relational data, which represents 
existences of relations between multiple objects. 
Examples of relational data are shown in Fig. 4. In 
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general, relational data focuses on the structure of 
links between several objects (servers, customers, 
products, etc.).

We can convert such relational data into a binary 
data matrix, as in Fig. 5. The value � indicates the 
existence of a link, and the value 0 indicates the 
nonexistence of a link. Given the data matrix, IRM 
extracts some good groupings (colored partitions in 

the figure) by swapping and re-ordering row indices 
and column indices. By good, we mean that the resul-
tant data matrix consists of partitions that are very 
white or black and not mixtures of white and black. 
In the case of Fig. 5, IRM extracts pairs of a “specific 
customer group” and “specific products frequently 
purchased by the members of the group”: in other 
words, relations between (customer) groups and 

TCP/IP packet transfers
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TCP: transmission control protocol

Purchase records of
online shop
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Fig. 4.   Examples of relational data.
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(product) groups. If we apply IRM to SNS friend link 
data, we can find communities in the network links 
and interactions between communities.

One benefit of using IRM is that it automatically 
decides the number of groups, or the cardinality of 
the partitions, in a statistically optimal manner. Thus, 
once a relational data matrix has been input, IRM 
takes care of the remaining tasks and enables analy-
ses like the one described above. 

In this article, we would like to present two novel 
extensions of IRM developed by CS Labs. The first 
extension enables users to analyze time-varying rela-
tional data. Many relations change over time. For 
example, human connections in an organization 
gradually change day by day, and sometimes change 
drastically with a reorganization. 

Our IRM extension can represent such mixed 
changes in relations. In experiments, we analyzed 
email histories at Enron Corporation. Our method 
successfully extracted and tracked changes in a com-
munity of employees related to its financial and mon-
etary sections, and a few key persons who were very 
influential throughout the company. 

Another of our recent achievements can handle 
problems induced by data sparsity, which is often 
observed in real-world purchase data. Most purchase 
history records in e-commerce are characterized by 
the very small number of actual purchases compared 

with the huge number of customer-product pair 
entries. When such data is converted into a data 
matrix, most of the matrix cells have the value 0; 
namely, the data matrix is sparse. The naïve IRM does 
not perform well on the sparse data matrix shown in 
the left panel of Fig. 6. It extracts so many groups that 
a lot of human effort is required to interpret and 
extract knowledge from the analysis results. 

We extended IRM to extract only important pur-
chase patterns from a sparse data matrix. Our key 
hypothesis is that products that everyone buys and 
that no one buys do not provide useful information 
for data mining. Similarly, users who buy nothing are 
also uninteresting. Our extended IRM automatically 
excludes objects that do not have specific patterns of 
relations, and the remaining interesting part of the 
data matrix is analyzed by IRM. An example of 
extended IRM is shown in the right panel of Fig. 6: 
the model successfully extracts a limited number of 
groups, and these groups are easy for the human eye 
to interpret.

4.   Conclusion

In this article, we introduced two data mining tech-
niques, NMF and IRM, for data matrices. The scope 
of statistical machine learning studies is limited to 
data matrices. CS Labs is committed to developing 
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state-of-the-art machine learning technologies and is 
contributing to the development of data mining tech-
niques for even larger and more complicated datas-
ets.
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1.   Introduction

A number (or a sequence of numbers) generated 
with no apparent rule is called a random number 
(random numbers). Random numbers are widely 
used for various purposes. Familiar examples are the 
number showing on a thrown dice or selected in rou-
lette for gaming and a winning lottery number. Ran-
dom numbers are also often used for computer simu-
lation in both science and technology. In addition, the 
random number is an essential component of security 
technologies such as cryptographic systems and 
authentication systems.

There are two fundamental properties that should 
be possessed by random numbers. One is statistical 
uniformity, which is the property that the values of 
random numbers are uniformly distributed over their 
range. The other is unpredictability, which is the 
property that there is no means of fully or partially 
predicting the next value in a random number 
sequence. In particular, for security purposes, a ran-
dom number must have unpredictability because this 
ensures a high security level. Therefore, it is crucial 
to develop a method of generating random sequences 
with these properties.

Some security technologies require a large quantity 
of random numbers in their operation. Typical exam-
ples are secret sharing schemes, which are used for 

securely storing data in storage devices by encrypting 
and dividing it, and quantum key distribution, which 
is expected to achieve the ultimate security. There-
fore, there is a need for methods capable of generat-
ing random numbers at a high generation rate.

This article deals with a random number generation 
technique based on a random physical phenomenon, 
focusing on the method using fast random oscillation 
exhibited by semiconductor lasers. This method has 
the potential to generate high-quality unpredictable 
random numbers and achieve a high generation rate, 
and there has been great interest in it recently. We 
review recent developments in the research of fast 
physical random number generation using semicon-
ductor lasers. More detailed technical reviews are 
given in Refs. [�] and [2].

2.   Types of random number generation methods

Roughly speaking, there are two types of random 
number generation methods.

The first method produces pseudorandom numbers. 
It is a computational method. Given an initial number 
a0 called a seed, the method computes the next value 
a� from a0 via a prescribed mathematical formula and 
then computes a2 from a�, and so on. The sequence a0, 
a�, a2 ... seems to be a random sequence, provided that 
an appropriate formula is used. Because of its 
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computational nature, it is in principle possible to 
predict the sequence if both the formula and the seed 
become known. Pseudorandom number generators 
for security purposes are devised in such a manner 
that it will be difficult to determine the seed from the 
generated sequence. However, it is still impossible 
for pseudorandom number generators to achieve 
complete unpredictability.

The other method produces physical random num-
bers by utilizing randomness in physical phenomena. 
Typical and well known examples are dice and rou-
lette. In addition, there are technologically more use-
ful methods, which are based on the measurement of 
thermal noise in an electrical circuit or measurement 
of a quantum optical phenomenon. Compared with 
pseudorandom numbers, physical random numbers 
have the great advantage that can achieve complete 
unpredictability if an appropriate random physical 
phenomenon is used. However, the existing methods 
have the disadvantage of a low generation rate.

From the viewpoint of security applications, it is 
important to develop a random number generator that 
is guaranteed to have unpredictability and can achieve 
a high generation rate.

3.   Chaos in semiconductor lasers

In a variety of systems in nature and technology, the 
time evolution of the system is described by a rule 
such that its future state is uniquely determined from 
its present and past states. Such a rule is called a 
deterministic rule. It has been known that systems 
governed by deterministic rules often exhibit irregu-
lar and very complex behaviors. Such a phenomenon 
with irregular and complex behavior is called chaos. 
The remarkable feature of chaos is a sensitive depen-
dence on the initial state; i.e., when there are two 
identical systems with slightly different states at the 
initial, the difference rapidly becomes large with 
time.

Nowadays, it is recognized that chaos is not a rare 

anomaly but a ubiquitous phenomenon. Chaos can be 
easily observed in semiconductor lasers. In a semi-
conductor laser with optical feedback, the laser’s 
output light is reflected by a mirror and injected back 
into the laser (Fig. 1). An ordinary semiconductor 
laser, which has no feedback, emits light with con-
stant intensity; by contrast, a semiconductor laser 
with optical feedback is intrinsically unstable, and the 
intensity of its output light exhibits irregular and 
complex oscillation. An example of the waveform of 
light output from a semiconductor laser with optical 
feedback is shown in Fig. 2. This experimental result 
clearly shows that chaos, which is characterized by 
irregular and complex oscillation, occurs in a semi-
conductor laser with optical feedback.

The chaos in a semiconductor laser with optical 
feedback has been extensively studied over the last 
three decades from the viewpoint of basic research. 
This subject has been being studied in collaborative 
research between Dr. Uchida’s group at Saitama Uni-
versity and NTT Communication Science Laborato-
ries. Recently, we focused attention on the fast irregu-
lar oscillation in a semiconductor laser with optical 

Mirror

Light

Laser

Fig. 1.   Laser with optical feedback.

Fig. 2.    Intensity of output light of laser with optical 
feedback.
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feedback, which has broad bandwidth of the order of 
several gigahertz, and we proposed its application to 
fast random number generation.

4.   Random number generation using 
semiconductor lasers

A simple method for obtaining binary random bits 
from the analog output waveform of a semiconductor 
laser with optical feedback is to periodically sample 
the waveform and digitize the sampled values by 
comparing them with a prescribed threshold: if the 
sampled value is smaller than the threshold, it is digi-
tized to 0, otherwise to �. Our research group has 
been developing a scheme for fast random number 
generation based on this simple method.

4.1   System configuration
The configuration of our experimental laser ran-

dom number generator system, which has been devel-
oped in research collaboration with Dr. Uchida’s 
group (at Takushoku University at that time) is shown 
in Fig. 3. Although it is in principle possible to gener-
ate random bits with only one laser, our system in Fig. 
� consists of two independent lasers. This system 
configuration was devised to remove effects due to 
the weak periodicity of a single laser output. The use 
of two lasers improves the quality of random bits 
generated at a high generation rate.

In Fig. �, each semiconductor laser with optical 
feedback emits output light, and the output light 
intensity is measured by a photodetector. Each mea-
sured intensity value is converted into a binary value 
by an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter. The final 
output bit is obtained by applying an exclusive OR 

operation between the two binary values. Using this 
experimental system, we succeeded in achieving a 
random bit generation rate of �.7 Gbit/s in November 
2008; this was a world record for physical random bit 
generation rate [�]. Since this pioneering work, fast 
random bit generation using a chaotic laser has 
become an active research area studied at many insti-
tutes around the world.

4.2   Challenges
The most advantageous feature of using a semicon-

ductor laser in random bit generation is its potential 
high-speed performance, which can be much faster 
than the rate achievable with electrical circuits. It is of 
course important to increase the random bit genera-
tion rate by fully utilizing the high-speed perfor-
mance. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of 
security applications, it is essential to guarantee the 
unpredictability of generated random bits so that 
users can use the bits without anxiety. In addition, 
from a practical viewpoint, it is necessary to make a 
system that is compact. We have been working on 
these important issues.

Our first experimental system developed in 2008 
was composed of a number of optical components, 
and its size was about � m × � m, which is not small 
enough for practical use. Therefore, we applied opti-
cal integrated circuit technology developed by NTT 
Photonics Laboratories to our system and succeeded 
in drastically reducing the system size in 20�0. The 
optical integrated circuit, which is about �0 mm × 0.� 
mm, is shown in Fig. 4. It incorporates a semiconduc-
tor laser with optical feedback. A distributed feed-
back semiconductor laser (DFB) emits light, which 
propagates along the waveguide (black line in Fig. 4) 
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Fig. 3.   Configuration of random number generator using laser with optical feedback.
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and is reflected by a mirror placed at the right end to 
be reinjected into the DFB laser. This integrated cir-
cuit also has a photodetector at the left end.

A module containing two of the optical integrated 
circuits shown in Fig. 4 is shown in Fig. 5. This mod-
ule can perform the same function as the components 
enclosed by dashed lines in Fig. �. It generates two 
irregularly fluctuating signals, which are the intensi-
ties of light output from the two built-in optical inte-
grated circuits. Random bits can be obtained by digi-
tizing these signals and applying an exclusive OR 
operation, as shown in Fig. �. We have shown that it 
is possible to generate random bits at the rate 2.08 
Gbit/s by using this module [4].

The other important issue is the unpredictability of 
generated random bits. We have developed a theory 
for ensuring unpredictability [4], which we outline 
below. It is known that there is some unavoidable 
small quantum noise called spontaneous emission 
noise in any laser. This spontaneous emission noise is 
the origin of the unpredictability. Because of this 
noise, the state of a laser at any given moment cannot 
be determined uniquely, so it is necessary to consider 
that the laser state is distributed according to a certain 
probability distribution. The small uncertainty arising 
from this probability distribution rapidly becomes 
large within a short time because of the dynamical 
instability due to the chaos in a laser with optical 
feedback. This enlarged uncertainty leads to the 
uncertainty in the output light intensity waveform and 
hence to that in the random bits. Our computer simu-
lation indicates that even if you know the state of a 
laser with optical feedback exactly at a certain 
moment, you cannot predict the intensity of its output 
light after � ns at all [4].

An experimental result confirming the rapid 
increase in uncertainty in a single semiconductor 
laser with optical feedback is shown in Fig. 6. In this 
experiment, we used the optical integrated circuit in 
Fig. 4, reset the system to the same initial state for 
each trial, and allowed the system to evolve. Figure 6 

shows the time evolution of the output light intensity 
obtained for three trials. In the initial stage, the three 
curves are close to each other. By contrast, after 0.5 
ns, the three curves are significantly different. This 
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demonstrates that a small initial uncertainty rapidly 
increases to the macroscopic output level within only 
0.5 ns.

5.   Future perspective

The goal of our research is to establish the theoreti-
cal and experimental basis for physical random num-
ber generation technology using chaos in lasers. For 
this purpose, important issues are to generalize the 
theory guaranteeing the unpredictability of random 
bits and to develop a technique for experimentally 
confirming the theory. We are conducting research on 
these issues.
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1.   Introduction

In our daily lives, we are surrounded by many sen-
sors. For example, a video game machine uses an 
accelerometer as one of its input devices, and a 
mobile phone uses GPS (global positioning system) 
to determine the user’s location. In the field of weath-
er forecasting, pressure, temperature, and other infor-
mation about various places is collected in a network 
and utilized in creating a weather forecast. Although 
individual sensors are used in various situations, sen-
sor networks are becoming easier to use as a result of 
sensor evolution and the spread of sensor network 
technology driven by progress in semiconductor 
technology. Sensor networks and their information 
processing technology are expected to be used for 
various purposes, such as collecting information to 
enable the provision of appropriate services that suit 
a particular situation and for recognizing the real 
world.

2.   Research on sensor networks

Research on sensor networks is progressing with a 
focus on a sensor node equipped with various sen-
sors, a calculation function (central processing unit 
(CPU), memory, etc.), wireless-communications 
functions, a battery, and networking capability. The 
sensor nodes that we have developed are shown in 
Fig. 1. Such research was triggered by the Smartdust 
project announced in �999. In the Smartdust concept, 
the user deploys many sensor nodes, each of which 
consists of sensors, a battery, a digital signal proces-
sor, and a transmitter assembled into a cuboid with 

sides of about � mm to 2 mm, and observes environ-
mental information collected from the sensor nodes. 
However, the need for miniaturization, which was 
initially advocated and dictated the sensor node’s 
size, is no longer considered to be such a high prior-
ity. 

The flow of information on a sensor network is 
shown in Fig. 2. We assume that sensor nodes are 
deployed in the environment and/or attached to peo-
ple. First of all, it is necessary to collect information 
efficiently from a lot of sensor nodes. Because the 
collected sensor data is the waveform of a time series, 
it is difficult for humans to understand the waveform’s 
meaning. So the next step is to interpret such time 
series information. When suitably interpreted mean-
ing is presented to the user, the collected sensor data 
is finally being used effectively.

Information Processing of 
Sensor Networks
Takayuki Suyama and Yutaka Yanagisawa

Abstract
In this article, we introduce technologies for collecting information from many sensor nodes deployed 

in the environment and/or attached to people, interpreting the sensor data as meaningful information, and 
presenting it to people appropriately.
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Fig. 1.   Sensor nodes.
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3.   Virtual machine for wireless sensor node

When many sensor nodes are used, it is important 
to reduce the cost of using them. In particular, in a 
network where two or more kinds of sensor (e.g., 
ones from different makers or with different CPUs) 
nodes are intermingled, the usage cost is high. To 
enable easy use in such situations as well, we have 
developed a virtual machine (VM) for a wireless sen-
sor node. Usually, when users use various different 
sensor nodes, as shown on the left in Fig. 3, even 
when the same operation is carried out, another pro-
gram needs to be prepared. But with the VM, even if 
the CPUs differ, the same program can be run on 
them.

Our VM is based on CIL (Common Intermediate 
Language). Since CIL originated in Windows .NET, 
executable code can be created using the develop-
ment environment of MS-Windows. Moreover, a sen-
sor network’s manner of operation can be changed, 
even after sensor nodes have been deployed in the 
environment, because this VM has a function for 
wirelessly distributing created programs.

4.   Sensor data collection from 
many sensor nodes

In order to collect information from many sensor 
nodes, analyze the situation in the real world from the 
sensor data, or create a sensor network that provides 
services according to a situation, it is necessary to 
collect data efficiently. Data compression technology 
based on the similarity of sensor data is shown in 
Fig. 4. Sensor data measuring the situation in the real 
world has the characteristics that there are periodic 
changes in the same sequence or changes in similar 
values obtained from neighboring sensors. Figure 
4(a) shows the compression when sensor data from a 
single sensor node shows a similar value repeatedly. 
First, the sequence of sensor data repeated periodi-
cally is cut out. Then, the sensor data is decomposed 
into typical data sequences and weight variables by 
using singular value decomposition (SVD).

Weight variables express the importance for every 
typical data sequence, and the original sensor data 
can be restored by using these typical data sequences 
and weight variables. When information is transmit-
ted from a sensor node, it is possible to compress the 
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information by not transmitting all of the typical data 
sequences but transmitting only typical data sequenc-
es that make a high contribution. However, because 
not all of the information is sent, a certain amount of 
error occurs. An example of transmitting the data of 
neighboring sensors is shown in Fig. 4(b). Tempera-
ture may be data that shows similar values among 
neighboring sensors. This sensor data can be com-
pressed by using the abovementioned method. The 
sensor data is transmitted to the base station while the 
sensor nodes are used as a hierarchical network 
(Fig. 5). After the data of sensor A and sensor B has 
been compressed and sent to sensor E, it is further 
sent to sensor G. Finally, the data is sent to a base sta-
tion. Thus, it becomes possible to reduce the amount 
of information even further by applying the compres-
sion technique shown in Fig. 4 hierarchically. By 

reducing the data amount in the wireless communica-
tions, we can reduce the battery consumption, 
enabling the sensors to measure efficiently for a long 
time and collect more sensor information [�].

5.   Interpretation of collected data

If the information collected from the sensors can be 
interpreted and human activity can be inferred, this 
kind of technique lets us make applications such as 
ones for automatic lifelog creation, elderly care sup-
port, and home automation. We assume that almost 
all human activities are performed using the hands, so 
we developed technology to infer the kind of action 
being performed by using only a sensor device 
attached to a person’s wrist. Moreover, whereas pre-
vious methods can infer only simple human activities 

(a) Compression of repeated similar sensor data

(b) Compression of neighboring sensors’ data

Sensor 1

Decomposition
to typical data
sequences and
weight variables
by SVD

Typical data sequences
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Sensor 3
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Fig. 4.   Compression of sensor data.
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Fig. 5.   Collection of sensor data in a hierarchical network.
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such as running and walking by using an accelerom-
eter, our method can infer more complex activities 
with a comparatively high degree of abstraction, such 
as vacuuming and making cocoa. The wrist-worn 
sensor device consists of two or more kinds of sen-
sors, for example, a camera, accelerometer, and 
microphone. The cameras acquire visual information 
about an object being manipulated, the accelerometer 
captures hand movements, and the microphones cap-
tures ambient sounds [2]. Prototype sensor devices 
and the information obtained from them are shown in 
Fig. 6.

Human activity is inferred from sensor data by 
applying the machine learning technique. A system 
that can infer actions from sensor data is shown in 
Fig. 7. First, features are extracted from the sensor 
data. For example, in the case of a camera image, the 
raw image might be heavily blurred and privacy 
issues might arise depending on what other details are 
captured, including ones in reflections. In our system, 
these problems are avoided by using the picture’s 

color information for recognition. A histogram of the 
color contained in a picture is used as the feature. 
Other sensor data is also converted into correspond-
ing features. Next, the extracted features are input to 
a classifier.

First, we prepare several binary classifiers—one for 
each activity that we want to identify—and the prob-
abilities for all actions are output. For example, the 
data input from one binary classifier to the operation 
“making cocoa” judges the degree of agreement with 
the cocoa-making operation. Since �5 kinds of 
actions were identified in the experiment, �5 classi-
fiers were used. Features were input in parallel with 
these classifiers. Next, they were input to a hidden 
Markov model (HMM) classifier, the time direction 
was inferred, and the output result of the binary clas-
sifier produced the final classification result. In the 
experiment, when all the sensors were used, activities 
were recognized with probabilities ranging from 80% 
to 90%.

Microphone Camera

Prototype sensor device

Use cocoa Use fridge

Images

Acceleration
data

Cocoa

Wireless sensor device

Accelerometer

Digital compass
Light sensor

Fig. 6.   Wrist-worn sensor devices and example of sensor data.
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6.   Presentation of sensor data

Collected information or interpreted sensor infor-
mation is eventually presented to a user. Research is 
being conducted on presenting information by auto-
matically contributing information from sensors 
attached to objects to a weblog (blog). The presenta-
tion of such automatically contributed information 
can be made clearer and more natural by personifying 
the objects. Moreover, nowadays, microblogs and 
social networks like Twitter and Facebook are recog-
nized as a basis for information distribution. For 
example, the sensor nodes described in section 4 will 
be able to tweet the current temperature.

7.   Conclusion

People can now be provided with various types of 
information by a system that collects information 

from many sensors and various kinds of sensor data 
and interprets it. However, at present, sensor informa-
tion is not unified, so while helpful information can 
be offered to a user, many elements requiring further 
research and development still remain. Moreover, 
there is also the issue of personal information privacy 
and security in connection with information collec-
tion. From now on, research will move toward easy-
to-use sensor network technology that is intelligible 
to people.
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1.   Introduction

Face-to-face conversation is one of the most basic 
forms of communication in daily life, and group 
meetings are used for conveying and sharing informa-
tion, understanding others’ intentions and emotions, 
and making decisions. To support communication 
among remote places, videoconferencing systems 
have been developed and are widely used. However, 
they still feel unnatural and uncomfortable. To resolve 
the problems that have arisen in communications 
between remote places, which may be not only spa-
tially but also temporally separated, NTT Communi-
cation Science Laboratories believes that it is impor-
tant to deeply understand the mechanism of human-
to-human communication and answer questions such 
as “How do we communicate with each other and 
what kinds of messages are exchanged by what types 
of behaviors?” On the basis of this concept, my col-
leagues and I have been conducting conversation 
scene analysis for multiparty face-to-face communi-
cations [�]. We are trying to extend it toward design-
ing better future communication systems, and we 
have begun representation/visualization research on 
multimodal telecommunication and telepresence 
environments. As the first step, we targeted the prob-
lem of reconstructing/recreating the conversation 
space of a conversation that was originally held at a 

different location and different time and enabling 
viewers to visualize the conversation scene as if the 
people were talking in front them. This article over-
views our novel representation scheme and a proto-
type system after reviewing some of the background.

2.   Research progress in 
conversation scene analysis

In face-to-face conversations, people exchange not 
only verbal information, but also nonverbal informa-
tion expressed by eye gaze, facial expressions, head 
motion, hand gestures, body posture, prosody, etc. 
Psychologists have suggested that such nonverbal 
information and behaviors play important roles in 
human communications [2]. Conversation scene 
analysis aims to understand human communication 
though these types of nonverbal information, which is 
captured by multimodal sensing devices such as cam-
eras and microphones. The goal is to provide an auto-
matic description of conversation scenes in terms of 
6W�H, namely who, when, where, whom, what, why, 
and how. By combining some 6W�H information, we 
can define a number of problems from low-level 
(close to physical behavior) ones to high-level (con-
textual and social level) ones. 

Let us consider some examples that NTT Commu-
nication Science Laboratories (CS Labs) has targeted. 

MM-Space: Recreating Multiparty 
Conversation Space by Using 
Dynamic Displays
Kazuhiro Otsuka

Abstract
This article introduces our system, called MM-Space, which can recreate a multiparty conversation 

space at a remote place. This system features a novel visualization scheme that represents human head 
motions by controlling the poses of the screens displaying human facial images. This physical augmen-
tation helps viewers understand more clearly the behaviors of remote conversation participants such as 
their gaze directions and head gestures. The viewer is expected to experience a more realistic feeling of 
the presence of the remote people.
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“Who is speaking when?” is the most essential ques-
tion: it is called speaker diarization [3]. The estima-
tion of “Who looks at whom and when?” is also 
called the problem of the visual focus of attention [4], 
[5]. “Who is talking to whom and when?” is a ques-
tion about the conversation structure [4]. “Who 
responds to whom and how?” is related to the prob-
lem of interaction structure estimation [6]. As a 
higher-level problem, “Who feels empathy/antipathy 
with whom?” is a question about inter-personal emo-
tion [7]. “Who speaks what?” is known as the speech 
recognition problem [8]. For each of these problems, 
NTT CS Labs has devised automatic detection, rec-
ognition, or estimation methods. 

In addition, NTT CS Labs developed the first real-
time system for multimodal conversation analysis, 
which can automatically analyze multiparty face-to-
face conversations in real time [9]. This system tar-
gets small-scale round-table meetings with up to 
eight people and uses a compact omnidirectional 
camera-microphone device, which captures audio-
visual data around the table. From the audio-visual 
data, this system can estimate “who is talking” and 
“who is looking at whom” and display them on 
screen. The latest system has added speech recogni-
tion and displays “who speaks what” in semi-realtime 
[8].

3.   MM-Space: Reconstructing 
conversation space by using 

physical representation of head motions

Beyond the analysis research toward future com-
munication systems, we have recently devised a 
novel representation scheme and made a prototype 
system, called MM-Space [�0], [��]. It aims to recon-
struct multiparty face-to-face conversation scenes in 
the real world. The goal is to display and playback 
recorded conversations as if the remote people were 
talking in front of the viewers. The key idea is a novel 
representation scheme that physically represents 
human head motions by movements of the screens 
showing facial images of the conversation partici-
pants. This system consists of multiple projectors and 
transparent screens attached to actuators. Each screen 
displays the life-sized face of a different meeting par-
ticipant, and the screens are spatially arranged to 
recreate the actual scene. The main feature of this 
system is dynamic projection: the screen pose is 
dynamically controlled in synchronization with the 
actual head motions of the participants to emulate 
their head motions, including head turning, which 

typically accompanies shifts in visual attention, and 
head nodding. We expect physical screen movement 
with image motion to increase viewers’ understand-
ing of people’s behaviors. In addition, we expect 
background-free human images, which are projected 
onto the transparent screens, to be able to enhance the 
presence of the remote people. Experiments suggest 
that viewers can more clearly discern the visual focus 
of attention of meeting participants and more accu-
rately identify who is being addressed.

The idea of this system comes from the importance 
of nonverbal behavior and nonverbal information in 
human conversations. This nonverbal information, 
which is exchanged in a face-to-face setting, cannot 
be fully delivered in a remote communication setting, 
e.g., videoconferencing. This insufficiency causes the 
unnaturalness of telecommunication environments. 
On the basis of this perspective, we introduced the 
key idea that physical representation of such nonver-
bal behaviors, especially head motions, can enhance 
the viewers’ understanding of remote conversations. 
The nonverbal information expressed with the head 
motions includes the visual focus of attention, i.e., 
“who is looking at whom”. Its function includes 
monitoring others, expressing one’s attitude or inten-
tion, and regulating the conversation flow by taking 
and yielding turns [�2]. A human tends to seize upon 
a target of interest at the center of his or her visual 
field: you orient your head toward the target, and 
various head poses appear according to the relative 
spatial position to the target. Our previous work indi-
cated that interpersonal gaze directions can be cor-
rectly estimated with an accuracy of about 60–70% 
from head pose information and the presence or 
absence of utterances without actual eye-gaze direc-
tions. In addition, head gestures such as nodding, 
shaking, and tilting are important nonverbal behav-
iors. The speaker’s head gesture is considered to be a 
sign of addressing or questioning, and the hearer’s 
head gestures indicate listening, acknowledgement, 
agreement or disagreement, and level of understand-
ing. Our system can replicate head gestures as physi-
cal motions of a screen, which gives viewers a stron-
ger sensation of the presence of the meeting partici-
pants. 

The physical representation of head motions is also 
related to human visual perception called biological 
motion [�3]. Humans tend to anthropomorphize life-
less objects by assigning social context to move-
ments, even if the objects are simple geometric 
shapes such as points and triangles. On the basis of 
the above findings, we hypothesize that realistic 
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kinematics offers strong cues for better understand-
ing human communications, regardless of how it is 
implemented. Therefore, rather than pursuing realis-
tic three-dimensional shape reproduction, our 
approach uses simple square screens and reproduces 
physical head motions to produce an augmented 
expression modality. We expect that combining this 
physical motion with image motion will boost the 
viewer’s understanding. Moreover, it is known that 
human vision is highly sensitive to motion in the 
peripheral field. Therefore, viewers can perceive the 
entire conversation space including not only a person 
in front of them, but also the behaviors and presence 
of people located on their left or right. 

3.1   System configuration
An overview of the MM-Space system is shown in 

Fig. 1. The reconstructed conversation space is shown 
in Fig. �(a) and the actual conversation scene is 

shown in Fig. �(b). In an actual conversation, multiple 
cameras and microphones capture the participants’ 
faces and voices, respectively. In the reconstructed 
scene, multiple screens, projectors, actuators, and 
loudspeakers are placed to recreate the actual seating 
arrangement. Each participant’s face is displayed on 
a flat transparent screen whose pose is dynamically 
changed in sync with his or her head motion. Each 
person’s voice is play backed from the loudspeaker 
located in front of the screen displaying that person, 
so viewers can identify the speaker’s position not 
only visually, but also aurally. The system described 
here was created to verify the effectiveness of head 
motion representation, so here we focus only on 
offline playback, but we plan to extend it to realtime 
telecommunication. In addition, our system provides 
a novel research platform for conversation analysis.

The screen, projector, and actuators are shown in 
Fig. 2. Each screen is highly transparent but includes 

(a) (b)

Fig. 1.   Overview of our system (MM-Space). (a) Reconstructed space and (b) actual meeting scene.

Projector

Loudspeaker

Pan-tilt unit

Screen

(a) (b)

Fig. 2.   Devices used in MM-Space.
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a diffusive material that catches the projector’s output 
and makes it visible to the viewer. Each screen has its 
own liquid crystal display (LCD) projector behind it. 
Each screen is supported by an actuator, called the 
pan-tilt unit, that provides rotational motion in both 
the horizontal and vertical directions. We call this 
display device a dynamic display. 

A block diagram of MM-Space is shown in Fig. 3. 
The processing parts provide visual face tracking, 
background removal, image mapping, and control 
signal generation. Visual face tracking measures the 
head position and pose of the meeting participants. 
Background removal creates images that emphasis 
the participants. The control signals drive the actua-
tors holding the screens to reflect the participants’ 
face poses, which are measured with visual face 
tracking and/or motion capture devices. Image map-
ping generates projected images that are skew-free.

3.2   Effectiveness
As the effect of the motion representation by 

dynamic screens, we hypothesized that a viewer can 
more clearly understand the gaze directions of meet-
ing participants as well as who they are addressing. 
To verify this hypothesis, we compared two different 
conditions—with and without the motion representa-
tion—in terms of identification accuracy. Experimen-
tal results indicate that viewers could indeed more 
clearly recognize the gaze direction of meeting par-
ticipants when the screens moved. In addition, the 
results statistically support the hypothesis that viewer 
can more accurately identify who is being addressed 
when the screens moved.

4.   Conclusions and future perspective

This article introduced our system MM-Space for 
recreating a conversation space at different times and 
places. Its key feature is the physical representation 
of head motion as an additional expression modality. 
The synergy of physical screen motion and image 

motion on the screen is expected to boost our percep-
tion of social interactions involving the visual focus 
of attention. MM-Space is expected to be extended to 
realtime communication systems that can connect 
people located at different places. For that purpose, it 
will be necessary to explore in more detail the char-
acteristics of the motion representation and evaluate 
how it can contribute to better expression and percep-
tion of addressing others and being addressed by oth-
ers. In addition, other problems include the optimum 
camera configuration and the latency of telecommu-
nications and physical systems. Finally, we believe 
that MM-Space will be a useful research platform for 
designing better communication systems and analyz-
ing and understanding the mechanism of human com-
munications.
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1.   Introduction

The brain tries to comprehend the external world by 
interpreting sensory signals from each of the five 
senses—sight, hearing, touch, smell, and taste—
which are also known by the scientific names: vision, 
audition, tactition, olfaction, and taste. These senses 
do not always work independently of each other. 
There have been many reports of psychophysical 
studies finding that an interpretation of sensory sig-
nals in one modality is strongly altered by sensory 
signals in the other modality when two senses are 
simultaneously stimulated. How are these senses able 
to interact with each other? We still have no clear 
answer to this question. 

This article focuses on the interaction between 
audition and vision, and it introduces several illusions 
that reflect this interaction. We also discuss the idea 
that perceptual grouping is a fundamental psycho-
physical mechanism underlying a broad range of 
audiovisual interaction. Finally, we describe how an 
understanding of the psychophysical mechanism for 
sensory integration can contribute to future informa-
tion technologies in a novel and user-friendly man-
ner. 

2.   Vision and audition in space and time

Older studies assumed that vision is superior to 
audition in space perception and that audition is supe-
rior to vision in time perception (modality appropri-
ateness hypothesis [�]). However, recent studies sug-
gest that this assumption is not always accurate. 
Instead, the brain probably weights auditory and 

visual signals according to the precision of each sig-
nal and judges an audiovisual event by relying on the 
weighted average of the sensory signals.

Recent studies have also reported an audiovisual 
illusion where vision and audition interact with each 
other beyond space and time. For example, when a 
sequence of flashes of light at constant space and time 
intervals (Fig. 1(a)) is accompanied by a sequence of 
tones at a non-constant time interval (Fig. 1(b)), the 
flash sequence is perceived to have non-constant 
space and time intervals (Fig. 1(c)). This illusion is 
called the audiovisual tau effect [2]. Auditory time 
can distort visual time judgments, and the distorted 
visual time judgments also alter the visual space 
judgments. Thus, the audiovisual tau effect is a kind 
of bypassed distortion of visual spatial judgments by 
auditory temporal information.

Interestingly, the effect is observed even in infancy. 
When infants are exposed to a novel stimulus, they 
continue to gaze upon it for a while. However, when 
they are exposed to a familiar stimulus, they get bored 
and exhibit less frequent gazes at it. By exploiting this 
characteristic of infants, a previous study [3] investi-
gated whether the audiovisual tau effects occurs in 
infancy. Specifically, infants were exposed to an 
audiovisual stimulation that invokes the compelling 
audiovisual tau effect in adults. After a prolonged 
exposure to the stimulation, the infants were simulta-
neously presented with two spatial patterns: one 
involving the audiovisual tau effect and the other not 
involving it. The durations of gazes at each pattern 
were measured and it was found that the infants 
looked at the spatial pattern free of the audiovisual 
tau effect for less time than the spatial pattern with the 
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Hearing Sound Alters Seeing Light
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Abstract
This article introduces three audiovisual illusions in which hearing sound alters how light is seen: the 

audiovisual tau effect, sound-induced visual motion, and attenuation of the sense of agency by sounds. 
For each of them, we discuss a specific psychophysical mechanism called perceptual grouping that com-
monly underlies these illusions. Finally, we describe how scientific understanding of the audiovisual 
mechanism is contributing to future information technologies.
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effect, indicating that the audiovisual tau effect does 
occur even in infancy. These results indicate that 
audiovisual integration related to the audiovisual tau 
effect is located at an early level of processing in the 
brain, which is free from a knowledge-based interpre-
tation of the relationship between audiovisual signals 
because it is implausible to assume that infants utilize 
some kind of knowledge.

3.   Perceptual grouping across senses

The initial interpretation was that the audiovisual 
tau effect occurred because visual time representation 
in the brain was modulated by sounds. On the other 
hand, no study has ever demonstrated what kind of 
change in neural representation corresponds to the 
change in subjective experiences of time. Therefore, 
we should propose an explanation for the audiovisual 
tau effect without assuming modulation of the neural 
time presentation through audiovisual integration. 

We think that perceptual grouping is a promising 
idea for sufficiently explaining the audiovisual tau 
effect. Perceptual grouping refers to one of the brain’s 
strategies for treating elements with high similarity or 
high proximity as a group. As shown in Fig. �(b), 
when two among three tones are temporally proxi-
mate, they are perceptually grouped together and the 
remaining one is perceptually assigned to another 
group. 

We think that perceptual grouping in the temporal 
dimension affects perceptual grouping in the spatial 
dimension (Fig. 1(d)). Previous studies have demon-
strated that elements within the same perceptual 
group were judged to be spatially proximate more 
than elements each belonging to different perceptual 
groups even though the physical spatial distance was 
identical [4]. Temporal grouping in audition might 
dictate spatiotemporal grouping in vision, and this 

might cause the misjudgment of spatial intervals 
between flashes, leading to the audiovisual tau 
effect.

4.   Sound alters visual motion perception

When viewing the alternate presentation of two 
flashes at the right and left sides of a display, we per-
ceive the flashes to alternately move leftward and 
rightward (see Fig. 2(a)). This is a visual illusion 
called apparent motion. We see moving objects in the 
display of television; this is due to apparent motion. 
A recent study [5] discovered an interesting phenom-
enon whereby the apparent motion direction was 
subjectively fixed by presenting sounds with a non-
uniform temporal interval (Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)). Spe-
cifically, a motion direction made of flashes that were 
temporally proximate to sounds tended to be domi-
nant over the other. This phenomenon has been 
explained in terms of neural timing modulation. Spe-
cifically, sound timing might alter the timing of 
visual flashes, and the brain might determine the 
motion direction by relying on the altered visual tim-
ing. 

On the other hand, we believe that this phenomenon 
can also be explained with perceptual grouping [6]. 
Our explanation is shown in Fig. 2(d). When tempo-
rally proximate sounds are grouped together (as rep-
resented by dotted ellipses), the grouping of sounds 
dictates the temporal grouping between flashes, and 
this consequently alters the spatiotemporal grouping 
between flashes, leading to a unidirectional apparent 
motion. The explanation based on perceptual group-
ing does not require modulation of the visual timing 
by sounds. Rather, the judgment for spatiotemporal 
nearness between flashes is affected by the grouping 
of sounds.
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Fig. 1.   Audiovisual tau effect.
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5.   Sound alters the sense of agency

When you press a key on a computer keyboard, a 
visual change is often triggered on the display. In this 
situation, you feel as if there is a causal relationship 
between the key press and the visual change on the 
display. Counterintuitively, however, the sensation of 
causal relationship is also an illusion (or a product of 
mental processing). The sensation disappears when a 

large temporal delay is inserted between the key press 
and the visual change on the display even though 
there is still a mechanical causal relationship between 
them. The sensation that an agent’s action triggers a 
change in the external world is called the sense of 
agency (Fig. 3(a)) [7].

We found that adding sounds reduced the sense of 
agency [8]. Specifically, when both the key press and 
the visual change on the display were accompanied 
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Fig. 3.   Sound alters the sense of agency.
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Fig. 2.   Change in appearance of apparent motion direction caused by adding sounds.
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by pure tones, the sense of agency decreased 
(Fig. 3(b)). However, the sense of agency was not 
affected when only one action—either the key press 
or the visual change on the display—was accompa-
nied by a pure tone. 

We would like to interpret the modulation of the 
sense of agency by sounds in terms of perceptual 
grouping. When both the key press and visual change 
are accompanied by tones, the first tone is probably 
grouped together with the key press while the second 
tone is grouped together with the visual change 
(Fig. 3(c)). Thus, the key press belongs to a different 
perceptual group from the visual change, and this 
may result in the reduction in the sense of agency. 

So far, one previous study has proposed a sensory-
motor model for the sense of agency [9]. Specifically, 
the model assumes that the brain first predicts the 
outcome of an agent’s action and then compares the 
prediction with actual sensory feedback. If the con-
sistency between the prediction and actual feedback 
is low, the sense of agency is also decreased. 

On the other hand, our results indicate that the 
sense of agency involves not only sensory-motor pro-
cessing but also sensory processing. In particular, 
perceptual grouping is a key mechanism for the sense 
of agency. Investigating the interaction between sen-
sory-motor and sensory processing will lead to a bet-
ter understanding of the mechanism underlying the 
sense of agency.

6.   Conclusion

My colleagues and I in our research group are try-
ing to clarify psychophysical mechanisms for the 
integration of multimodal sensory signals. The clari-
fied mechanism may be used to develop and/or 
improve various types of user interfaces. For exam-
ple, the addition of sounds to silent video might 
enable us to control subtle visual representation. The 
temporal resolution of video in one-seg* or augment-
ed reality is often coarse, and the resultant subjective 
smoothness of the video is not high enough. Adding 
appropriate sounds to these videos may improve the 
smoothness of object motion in them. Moreover, we 
may be able to control the sense of agency by adding 
sounds in the interface. By applying the phenomenon 
that we have found, users can separate the informa-
tion relevant to their action from irrelevant informa-

tion. Through an understanding of the principle of 
information processing in the brain, we would like to 
propose unique, interesting, and user-friendly infor-
mation technology and devices in future. 
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1.   Introduction

The information and communications technology 
(ICT) strategies of companies are closely intertwined 
with their business strategies, and ICT is now indis-
pensable to a wide range of business activities. The 
business management environment is currently 
undergoing various changes including shorter prod-
uct life cycles in response to more diverse and com-
plicated market demands, rapid globalization due to 
changes in the domestic and international economic 
situations, stricter legal compliance, business conti-
nuity plans for the aftermath of the Great East Japan 
Earthquake, and energy saving efforts. To keep up 
with such changes, it is essential to update the ICT 
systems that support business management. It is even 
said that the speed of ICT system updates determines 
whether a business is successful or not. However, the 
capabilities of current ICT systems are insufficient to 
meet these corporate demands.

Although business growth and customer expansion 
have been becoming a higher priority than cost reduc-
tion in both domestic and international business since 
last year, cost and business processes improvements 
still remain as important issues for many companies. 
While global corporations place higher priority on 
developing new products and services (innovation), 
Japanese corporations regard the cultivation of new 
markets and business expansion to wider areas as 
important. This trend in Japan suggests that a global 

rollout is urgently required to support the interna-
tional business of Japanese corporations [�].

2.   ICT infrastructure technology to 
overcome business challenges

Key concepts to help corporations overcome their 
challenges are streamlining, agility, globalization, 
and value creation [2]. To implement these concepts, 
NTT DATA is focusing on the following three ICT 
infrastructure technologies.
(�) Cloud computing technology
(2) Robotics integration technology
(3) Communication advancement technology

Cloud computing technology features resource 
sharing, on-demand self-service, and speedy scalabil-
ity, all of which lead to streamlining and agility. It is 
also helpful for accelerating globalization because it 
is designed to be used via a wide range of network 
access methods. Communication advancement tech-
nology is expected to contribute to globalization by 
bridging communication gaps caused by remote loca-
tions and different languages. It will also create new 
value by enabling not only person-to-person commu-
nication but also person-to-machine communication. 
Robotics integration technology is related to the 
Internet of Things (IoT) and controls the actual 
machines by capturing changes in the business envi-
ronment in real time through advanced sensing tech-
nology. This is called M2M2A (machine to machine 

ICT Infrastructure Technology 
Underlying Business & Service 
Innovation
Yoichi Kihara

Abstract
This article explains how information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure technol-

ogy will help corporations overcome the new challenges facing them as the business management envi-
ronment changes rapidly and how it will support business and service innovation. Examples of actual 
projects handled by NTT DATA are given and future technological prospects are discussed.
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to actuator), an outgrowth of M2M (machine to 
machine). Robotics integration technology not only 
gathers real-world information, but can also provide 
feedback to the real world based on the collected 
information. This should lead to the creation of new 
value.

2.1   Cloud computing technology
Prior to the Great East Japan Earthquake of 20��, it 

was generally believed that core business systems 
should remain within private clouds because of secu-
rity and service level agreement (SLA) issues, while 
peripheral business could be migrated to public cloud 
services. However, this earthquake changed opinions: 
more and more corporations are now transferring 
their existing business applications to public clouds, 
and not only non-core applications but also business-
to-consumer (B2C) applications and developmental 
test environments are more frequently being migrated 
to infrastructure as a service (IaaS) or platform as a 
service (PaaS) environments.

Many companies are performing server integration 
of their intra-company ICT systems through virtual-
ization for efficient resource usage. However, such 
attempts tend to end up with mere hardware integra-
tion, so the load of operation management tasks is not 
reduced. They even complicate isolating the problem 
in the virtual environment. A solution would be a 
private cloud with enhanced flexibility, speed, and 

operability. However, such a cloud requires addi-
tional investment and new skills to handle new tech-
nologies. This is why migration to private clouds is 
limited to advanced corporations.

Private clouds have generally been on-premise*� 
deployments so far, but new types of private cloud 
services, in which users can choose the location of 
facilities and whether or not to share resources, are 
now available (Fig. 1). Such new private clouds over-
come concerns related to the conventional type of 
private clouds. In the future, corporations will be able 
to use both private and public clouds either on their 
own premises or hosted elsewhere for different pur-
poses in the most suitable manner. Furthermore, this 
mixed usage of private and public clouds will develop 
into an inter-related hybrid cloud.

Four of the five companies shown in the leaders 
quadrant by Gartner in its Dec. 20�� report “Magic 
Quadrant for Public Cloud Infrastructure as a Ser-
vice” [3] use a cloud infrastructure built using propri-
etary software*2. On the other hand, IaaS, a new 
public cloud based on an open source software (OSS) 
cloud infrastructure such as NTT Communications’ 
Cloudn and HP’s Cloud Services, came into full 
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Fig. 1.   Various types of private cloud are available.

*� On-premise deployment: A company operates and manages soft-
ware, servers, and network equipment prepared by itself on its 
own premises.

*2 Proprietary software: Software that is legally and technically lim-
ited in its usage, alteration, and reproduction.
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service in the latter half of 20��. Functions offered by 
the OSS-based cloud infrastructure are becoming 
mature, and its governance model is also shifting 
towards a community-driven one from one led by a 
single company. The OSS-based cloud is getting 
ready to be used for commercial purposes. Anticipat-
ing that private cloud services will also be based on 
OSS, since the foundation of the public cloud IaaS 
infrastructure is evidently moving from proprietary 
software to OSS, NTT DATA is directing its business 
efforts towards establishing OpenStack, which is 
OSS-based cloud infrastructure software, and its sup-
port services. We are also working together with 
NTT’s research and development laboratories to 
establish a proof of concept of a cloud built entirely 
with open source technology—including the hard-
ware, storage, network, and monitoring functions 
(Fig. 2).

Requirements for datacenter networks have 
changed as follows as server virtualization technolo-
gy has become common.
(�)  When multiple tenants use a cloud, they share 

the physical networks. Therefore, the networks 
themselves need to be virtualized and the virtual 
local area network (VLAN), virtual routing and 
forwarding (VRF), virtual firewall, and virtual 
load balancer must be set up interdependently 
on network devices.

(2)  Because virtual machines can be moved among 
physical servers, the machines’ virtual network 
settings must also be dynamically changeable.

(3)  To provide an on-demand cloud service, both 
virtual machines and their virtual networks must 
be centrally controlled and managed. Mapping 
between physical and logical network configu-

rations is also necessary because they are differ-
ent entities.

(4)  Conventional datacenter networks do not allow 
a loop structure. This limitation means that the 
network structure must be a series of tree struc-
tures, resulting in an inflexible and inefficient 
network. New technology must be introduced to 
enable traffic to take different routes to create a 
highly efficient and flexible network.

Two possible candidates that might meet these 
requirements are an SDN/OpenFlow-based network 
(SDN: Software Defined Networking) and a VLAN-
based network (Table 1). SDN is an approach that 
enables network configurations and behavior pro-
grammable, and OpenFlow is a candidate protocol 

Fig. 2.   Full Open Source Cloud.

Network requirements VLAN-basedSDN/OpenFlow-based

SDN/OpenFlow
+

virtual appliances

VLAN/VXLAN/NVGRE
+

virtual appliances

Virtual chassis
+

virtual appliances

TRILL/SPB/MLAG

VEPA/VNTag
+ virtual chassis

+ automatic management of
port profiles

(1) VXLAN, NVGRE: network
virtualization technology or method for
Layer 2 over Layer 3. Technologies for
logically dividing the physical network
among tenants.

(2) VEPA, VNTag: technology or 
methods to help reduce server loading
by substituting external switches for
virtual functions in the hypervisor.

(3) TRILL, SPB, MLAG: technology that
achieves multipath routing. It enables
pathway and device redundancy.

(1) Support for multiple tenants

(3) Automatic operation & centralized
operation and server management

(4) Streamlining of network bandwidth usage

(2) Support for virtual machine mobility to
different physical servers

Table 1.   Responses to datacenter network requirements.
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that implements SDN. On the basis of these technolo-
gies, we have developed a Virtual network controller, 
which is an OpenFlow-based controller, that can be 
used within a datacenter and between datacenters by 
supporting both the hop-by-hop and overlay configu-
rations [4] (Fig. 3). We are currently testing intercon-
nectivity of this controller with switches from major 
manufacturers through standardization activities.

2.2   Robotics integration technology
As sensor technology and network technology 

develop, a computer system (or a machine) is becom-
ing able to collect information about the real world by 
communicating with other machines without any 
help from human beings. This advance materializes 
concepts such as IoT and M2M, which improve effi-
ciency, convenience, and sustainability by utilizing 
such real-world information. In conventional M2M 
systems, servers for collecting and analyzing infor-
mation from machines were developed individually. 
Now, virtualization and cloud technologies have 
enabled the M2M cloud, in which all the functions 
such as communication with various devices and the 
collection, storage, and analysis of data are managed 
centrally. Examples of M2M clouds are NTT DATA’s 
Xrosscloud and NEC’s CONNEXIVE. These are 
expected to be used for various applications (Table 2). 
M2M clouds have the following features.

(�)  Data collection and storage: An M2M cloud has 
functions for communicating with devices, col-
lecting and storing data, and managing devices.  
A data collection mechanism is ready within a 
short time. Moreover, a combination of multiple 
data sources can be analyzed easily because the 
large amount of information can be stored 
across the cloud.

(2)  Data analysis: The M2M cloud offers statistical 
calculations such as multivariate analysis as a 
service. Users benefit from distributed comput-
ing technologies such as the Hadoop Distributed 
File System (HDFS) and MapReduce*3 for con-
ducting data analysis without a large capital 
investment. Since this cloud also allows data 
trading, it will be possible in the future for a 
corporation to analyze its own data together 
with data from others.

The current M2M system is used to collect and 
analyze data from devices and to visualize the analy-
sis results or utilize the results for data mining. In the 
future, this system will probably develop into an 
M2M2A system where the system acts on the real 
world through devices (actuators) on the basis of 

*3 MapReduce: A software framework introduced by Google in 
2004 to support distributed computing for massive datasets on 
clusters of computers.

Dynamic routing that takes account of physical
network traffic is possible.

Selective implementation
of OverFlow is possible
to support both
hop-by-hop and overlay
configurations.
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Fig. 3.   Virtual network controller that supports hop-by-hop and overlay configurations.
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information about the real world gathered from other 
devices. To make an M2M2A system, we need to add 
four functions to the current M2M cloud in order to 
upgrade it into an M2M2A cloud.

-  A function for analyzing information from 
devices and determining how to act on the real 
world on the basis of the analysis

-  A function for choosing which actuators and 
robots to activate

-  A function for creating an optimum command 
set for delivery to the actuators and robots

-  A function for controlling the actuators and 
robots

We are working to overcome various challenges to 
achieve a smart society supported by the M2M2A 
system (Fig. 4).

2.3   Communication advancement technology
Apps (applications) with a voice-based interface on 

smartphones have recently been appearing, including 
NTT DOCOMO’s Shabette Concier (talking con-
cierge) service and call interpretation service and 
Apple’s Siri. Furthermore, communication between 
things and people is now possible. Such apps are 
made possible by media analysis technology—such 
as voice recognition and machine translation—and 
the functions that the cloud possesses, including pro-
cessing capability, massive databases used for voice 
recognition and translation, and service coordination 
according to the analysis results.

As the corporate environment changes, there are 
demands to reduce linguistic barriers to help domes-
tic corporations expand their business overseas or 
manage offshore outsourcing. To help such corpora-
tions, NTT DATA is currently developing a tool for 
creating design documents in Japanese for offshore 
outsourcers to reduce the burden of creating Japanese 
documents and improve document quality and a 

Areas Data to be collected

Physical information (height, weight, body
temperature, blood pressure, pulse), eating
information (calories, nutrition), and activities
(pedometer counts, walking distance, hours of sleep)

Health management, disease prevention, obesity
prevention, diet, diagnosis support, stress measurement,
remote monitoring of patients, and life insurance discounts

Equipment information (model & production date),
equipment status (on/off, in service or not in service,
settings, failures), and operation environment
(temperature, humidity, vibration)

Remote product support, remote control of home appliances
(air conditioners, videos, feeding of pets), and automatic
updating of firmware 

Possible services

Medicine

Weather information (weather, temperature, humidity,
hours of sunshine, wind direction, wind speed),
density of air (CO2, O2), water content in soil, soil
fertility, images from cameras

Vegetable factories, automated agriculture (sowing seeds,
watering, disinfecting, monitoring, harvesting), controlling
shipping timing, automated gardening, and trading of
vegetation information

Agriculture

Power consumption amount, water consumption
amount, gas consumption amount, power generation
amount, amount of stored energy, power outage
information, water supply control information, and gas
supply control information

Smart grid, BEMS, remote meter reading, remote control
of energy consumption, control of energy storage, and
support for creating power generation plan

Traffic information (locations, speeds, distances
between vehicles, breakdowns), people movement
information, actual and scheduled public
transportation movements, EV charging station
information (locations & usage status)

Traffic congestion prediction, public transportation rush
prediction, freight management, emergency warnings
concerning failure or accident, EV charging station
availability, and support for city planning

Weather information (rainfall amount, wind speed,
snowfall amount, lightning),  water level in rivers,
amount of soil carried (by rivers etc.),  heat, flames,
smoke, gas, seismic intensity, and radiation levels

BEMS: building management system
EV: electric vehicle

Prediction of damage from natural disasters, alerts and
warnings, creation of hazard maps, and support for creating
evacuation plans

Positioning, torsion & rotation, vibration & shaking,
tilting, erosion, freezing, and contamination.

Structural monitoring (buildings, pylons, bridges, highways),
road monitoring, monitoring of underground pipes (for
electricity, water, drains, gas), and monitoring of high-
voltage electricity cables (current leakage, cable
disconnection, snowfall)

Energy

Transportation

Construction

Home
appliances

Disaster
prevention

Table 2.   Examples of M2M cloud applications.
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global meeting support system to provide smooth 
communication in multi-language meetings.

3.   Future prospects

ICT systems are expected to contribute to value 
creation, providing efficiency and speed. To create 
services with new value, everyone involved in the 
business including developers and operators must 
cooperate. This idea has generated the word DevOps 
[�]. To repeat development and operation in a short 
cycle, it is necessary to establish a DevOps infrastruc-
ture that enables the distribution of applications. We 
will continue our research and development to create 
an environment where service providers can offer any 
services without being aware of the ICT infrastruc-
ture itself.
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1.   OpenStack

1.1   Overview
OpenStack [�] is open source software (OSS) for 

centrally and efficiently operating and managing 
physical servers and devices comprising the cloud. It 
is under collaborative development by more than �60 
companies around the world (as of April 26, 20�2). 
The latest version (version 6, Folsom) was released in 
September 20�2. Moreover, OpenStack is included in 
Ubuntu �2.04LTS, a Linux distribution.

NTT DATA has been participating in the Open-
Stack project since 20�0 as one of the project startup 
members. It is conducting research and development 
(R&D), as well as promoting cloud services using 
OpenStack together with NTT’s R&D laboratories.

The service model offered by OpenStack is infra-
structure as a service (IaaS), which is a cloud service 
model suggested by the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) of the USA [2].

OpenStack provides users with virtual machines 
that run on a hypervisor such as kernel-based virtual 
machines (KVMs) and XenServers. Any OpenStack 
users can access their virtual machines through net-
works and operate their computing resources (e.g., 
central processing units (CPUs), memory, hard disk 
drives, and IP (Internet protocol) addresses) allocated 
to their virtual machines.

The features of OpenStack are as follows:
(�) Multiple tenants

A single physical machine can host multiple virtual 
machines belonging to different cloud computing 
users. This reduces redundant computing resources 
leading to lower physical machine costs.
(2) On-demand self-service

Cloud computing users can manage their virtual 
machine operations (e.g., starting and stopping vir-
tual machines) via a web-based graphical user inter-
face (WebGUI), Amazon EC2-compatible applica-
tion programming interface (API), and OpenStack 
API. Using these interfaces, users can agilely start 
their services without having a cloud computing 
administrator (provider). Furthermore, because cloud 
computing users actually carry out some operation 
management tasks that used to be conducted by the 
cloud provider, the cloud provider’s management 
costs can be lower.
(3) Live migration

Live migration is a function that transfers values 
stored in a physical memory to another physical 
memory without interrupting the physical machines 
containing these memories. This interruption-free 
replacement of physical machines improves main-
tainability.
(4) Security 

OpenStack has the following basic security func-
tions: authentication of cloud computing providers or 
users, the hash-based message authentication code 
(HMAC) specified in the Amazon EC2-compable 
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API, an iptables*-based firewall to isolate virtual 
machines of different tenants, a virtual private net-
work (VPN), and encryption of communications 
between a user terminal and a virtual machine by 
SSH (secure shell).

1.2   Operation
OpenStack comprises multiple components [3], [4] 

and provides IaaS functions by coordinating them 
(Fig. 1). These components (and their respective code 
names) are as follows:

The Compute (Nova) component provides comput-
ing resource management, computing resource allo-
cation, and message transfer. In the computing 
resource management, the Compute component man-
ages physical resources (e.g., CPUs and memory) in 
OpenStack. In the computing resource allocation, the 

Compute component determines which physical 
resources should be allocated to the cloud computing 
user; and in the message transfer, the cloud comput-
ing user sends and receives cloud control messages 
(e.g., to invoke, terminate, or pause the virtual 
machine).

The Object Storage (Swift) component stores the 
template information of some available virtual 
machines (as VM images).

The Image Registry (Glance) component reads the 
VM image selected by the Compute component from 
the Object Storage component and transmits it to the 
physical machine.

The Identity Service (Keystone) component cen-
trally stores identities (IDs) and passwords of the 
cloud computing users and providers. It also provides 
user authentication and component authorization.

The Dashboard (Horizon) component provides the 
WebGUI to the cloud computing users.

(1) 
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Fig. 1.   Configuration of OpenStack.

* iptables is the name of an application program.
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As a brief introduction to the OpenStack process, 
we describe an example of the procedure for invoking 
a virtual machine by using the abovementioned com-
ponents.
(�)  Receiving a message: A cloud computing user 

submits a request to the Compute component to 
start a virtual machine. At this point, the user 
selects the computing resources (CPUs, memory 
amount, disk capacity, etc.), virtual machine 
types (operating system (OS), etc.), and other 
options.

(2)  Allocating computing resources: The Compute 
component decides the physical machine appro-
priate for the requested computing resources, as 
well as IP addresses to be used. It then notifies 
the hypervisor for the selected physical machine 
to start virtual machine operations.

(3)  Loading the VM image: The hypervisor requests 
the Image Registry to transmit the VM image. 
The Image Registry identifies the VM image to 
invoke from among several VM images stored in 
the Object Storage and transmits this identified 
image to the hypervisor.

(4)  Starting the virtual machine: The hypervisor 
invokes this transmitted VM image.

(5)  Using the virtual machine: The cloud computing 
user accesses the started virtual machine through 
networks and uses the computing resources of 
the virtual machine.

2.   NTT DATA’s projects

NTT DATA’s development efforts related to Open-
Stack involve the following functions (Fig. �).
(�)  We developed the Live Migration, Block Migra-

tion, KVM Pause/Suspend functions, as well as 
other functions, which we contributed to the 
OpenStack community.

(2)  In response to security concerns about cloud 
computing, which is the top issue hindering 
cloud computing introduction into the Japanese 
market, we developed some security functions 
(the integrated log management system of the 
cloud computing infrastructure and the virtual 
intrusion prevention system (virtual IPS)), 
which complement the default security func-
tions of OpenStack. 

(3)  We are working to coordinate NTT DATA’s 
OpenFlow Controller with OpenStack.

(4)  Using the Object Storage (Swift), we are work-
ing to establish technology (Swift Reference 
Architecture) for building a highly reliable peta- 

byte-class distributed storage system at a low 
cost.

2.1   Block Migration
Block Migration, released in OpenStack Version 4 

(Diablo), is a function for moving the virtual machine 
including its VM image and memory contents, on one 
physical machine (the original physical machine) to 
another (the target physical machine) (Fig. 2).

Live Migration transfers memory contents but not 
disk contents, so both the original and target physical 
machines must access the same disk. Therefore, it is 
impossible to execute Live Migration if the original 
and target physical machines cannot access the same 
disk (e.g., if they are in different datacenters). By 
contrast, Block Migration transfers both memory and 
disk contents on one physical machine to another. 
This makes it possible to move the virtual machine 
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Virtual machine
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Virtual machine

Memory
values

Hypervisor

Disk

Block Migration

Physical machine

Virtual machine

Memory
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Hypervisor
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Fig. 2.   Mechanisms of Live Migration and Block Migration.
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between different datacenters. By combining Live 
Migration with Block Migration, we expect to 
improve the maintainability of virtual machines.

2.2   KVM Pause/Suspend support 
This function was released in OpenStack Version 4 

(Diablo). The procedure for pausing or suspending a 
virtual machine is as follows: (�) save the virtual 
machine, (2) stop the virtual machine, and (3) restart 
the virtual machine stored in step (�). However, up 
until OpenStack version 3 (Cactus), it was impossible 
to pause or suspend virtual machines because the 
status of a virtual machine was not stored on a disk or 
in memory. Therefore, NTT DATA developed the 
Pause function to store the virtual machine status in 
memory and the Suspend function to store the virtual 
machine status to disk.

2.3    Infrastructure Integrated Log Management 
for cloud computing

Because cloud computing users can directly access 
their own virtual machine, they can also read the vir-
tual machine’s log file (e.g., the OS, middleware, and 
application logs) by themselves. However, viewing 
this cloud computing infrastructure log file (e.g., vir-
tual environment log and OpenStack log (such as that 
of the Compute component and Image Registry com-
ponent)) is not an easy task because a single log file 
contains all of the logs for the cloud users and each 
log record requires independent access control.

In response, NTT DATA has developed a cloud 
computing infrastructure log management system 
that can extract the logs that are relevant to a specific 
user in real time from the single log file. This system 
enables cloud users to understand the status of their 
cloud computing infrastructure operation through the 
logs in a safe and speedy manner. This reassures them 
about the safety of the cloud computing infrastruc-
ture, which is not readily visible to users. 

2.4   Virtual Intrusion Prevention System
Virtual IPS is the system that monitors communica-

tion packets in Layer 3 or higher, detects unauthor-
ized or malicious packets, and prevents their transfer 
to virtual machines. When an existing IPS product is 
being installed in a cloud computing system accessed 
and shared by multiple users, it is necessary to set a 
different signature file for each user in the existing 
IPS product, and we must consider user requirements 
for system performance and security level when mak-
ing these signature files. 

Moreover, in the case of monitoring the communi-

cation of virtual machines residing on one physical 
server, we must monitor the hypervisor on the physi-
cal server. However, the existing IPS product cannot 
monitor the communication of virtual machines 
inside the hypervisor. Therefore, when this communi-
cation is being monitored using the existing IPS prod-
uct, the virtual machines must communicate through 
the network outside the physical machine monitored 
by the existing IPS product.

To solve these inefficiencies, NTT DATA provides 
a virtual machine equipped with Suricata, an OSS 
IPS product, as a virtual IPS. For communication via 
this virtual IPS, we are currently developing technol-
ogy for monitoring a variety of communication pack-
ets, which are exchanged among virtual machines 
and other devices, for every virtual machine.

2.5   Swift Reference Architecture
Swift has been developed by US Rackspace for its 

cloud file storage service. Its main components 
(Fig. 3) are a proxy server and a storage server. The 
storage server stores objects (which are text files), 
image files, movie files, and directory metadata files. 
The proxy server mediates the communication 
between a cloud computing user and the storage 
server using Swift API.

There is usually more than one storage server, and 
these servers are managed as a group called a zone. 
One object is stored on multiple storage servers, 
which are assigned to different zones for redundancy. 
All objects are always monitored by the monitoring 
processes. If an object is removed because of file or 
disk trouble, then this lost object is recovered auto-
matically as soon as possible by copying other redun-
dant objects.

To integrate a petabyte-class distributed storage 
system using Swift, we must consider the system 
architecture, network design, parameter setting, and 
system configurations, which must suit user require-
ments (e.g., the size of files to be stored, network 
bandwidth to be used, hardware processing capabili-
ty, failure rates, permissible recovery time, and hard-
ware costs). For this purpose, NTT DATA has stan-
dardized design and setting knowhow as the Swift 
Reference Architecture in order to offer fast and sta-
ble large-scale distributed object storage at a low 
cost.

3.   NII projects

Through the dodai project conducted together with 
the National Institute of Informatics (NII), NTT 
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DATA has built a mechanism for implementing a 
cloud API on a leased physical machine for clients 
who particularly value high machine performance for 
cloud computing or ones who are unable to access a 
virtual environment for licensing reasons. Building 
upon this dodai project, we created a prototype of the 
Academic Community Cloud System for research 
purposes for NII in FY20��. We are now working to 
put this physical machine cloud system into practical 
use after appropriate operational assessment.
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1.   Introduction

TCP/IP (transmission control protocol, Internet 
protocol) and Ethernet are currently the current main 
computer network technologies. To exchange signals, 
these technologies use various transmission protocols 
standardized by international organizations such as 
the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers 
(IEEE), and such protocols are based on the OSI 
(Open Systems Interconnection) Reference Model*� 
that describes the communication layers and their 
functions. Network devices produced by different 
manufacturers can communicate with each other by 
complying with these standards. 

Most device manufacturers develop network device 
software along with the hardware to enable the hard-
ware to perform operations appropriate for each com-
munication layer. The device manufacturers also 
implement their own networking functions in addi-
tion to the standard protocols to add value to their 
products and thus make them more competitive. 
However, this makes it difficult to replace devices 
that have exclusive functions with ones from other 
manufacturers, so network owners may need to keep 
on using the same manufacturer’s devices. This situ-
ation is called vendor lock-in.

Another issue with the current network is the diffi-
culty of functional enhancement. The requirements 
for information systems are becoming more compli-
cated and advanced, and you may want to upgrade 
your network to respond to such requirements. How-
ever, the functional limitation of network devices 
sometimes inhibits network upgrading because the 
devices do not allow network configurations unsup-
ported by the device manufacturers. For network 
device users who wish to configure the network as 
they wish, the only option is to wait for the device 
manufacturers to support their desired functions.

One solution that can address these problems with 
conventional networks is Software Defined Network-
ing (SDN) based on OpenFlow [�].

2.   OpenFlow/SDN

2.1   Definition of SDN
Let us clearly define SDN before proceeding to 

discuss OpenFlow. As the name implies, SDN is a 
system architecture in which networking is defined 
by software. Although the name SDN has become 
widely known only recently, the software defining 
architecture itself has been in use for some time. A 
conventional network device comprises hardware and 
software. However, users could not previously define 
a network by themselves because the device manu-
facturers did not publish the application program-
ming interface (API) for controlling the hardware.

OpenFlow was introduced in response to such situ-
ations. It is one of the technologies capable of 
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achieving SDN. It is not a method of networking that 
provides specific functions, such as L� (Layer �) 
switching or IP routing. In fact, OpenFlow is simply 
an interface to be installed on a network device. 
OpenFlow specifications are defined by the Open 
Networking Foundation (ONF) [�], which promotes 
the spread and standardization of SDN. The specifi-
cations cover the components and the basic functions 
of a switch as well as the OpenFlow protocol for man-
aging an OpenFlow switch from a remote controller. 
OpenFlow opens up access to the API controlling the 
hardware—even though the API is not disclosed by 
the device manufacturers—and enables users to 
define networking by themselves.

2.2   Control of OpenFlow switches
Although the OpenFlow switch specifications are 

standardized, the controller’s behavior is not. The 
communication unit handled by OpenFlow is called a 
flow. The behavior of a conventional network device 
is as follows (here an L� switch is used as an exam-
ple): the L� switch identifies the transmitting destina-
tion’s physical port using a destination media access 
control (MAC) address*� as an identifier and submits 
frames from the physical port (In the case of an L3 
switch, the destination IP address is used as an identi-
fier.). Like conventional network devices, OpenFlow 

uses the same header information including a destina-
tion IP address and an originating MAC address as 
components; however, the difference is that Open-
Flow can handle the combination of such components 
as an identifier. For example, in OpenFlow it is pos-
sible to configure an identifier as a flow submitted 
from a specific originating MAC address to a specific 
destination IP address, or as TCP port 443 communi-
cation received from a specific physical port. When a 
flow is identified, the OpenFlow switch performs 
control operations such as packet transmission and 
packet correction on the flow. The information for 
controlling this flow is called the flow entry, and the 
information is stored in a flow table within the Open-
Flow switch. Controllers usually create a flow entry 
in response to a request from an OpenFlow switch 
and update the flow table in the switch (Fig. 1).

A series of such control operations enables an 
OpenFlow switch to emulate the functions of a con-
ventional network device such as an L� switch and 
router. Furthermore, it also makes possible network 
configurations that used to be unachievable by con-
ventional network devices such as L� segments 
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Fig. 1.   Basic behavior of OpenFlow.

*� MAC address: A physical address assigned to network device 
hardware such as a local area network (LAN) card to identify 
each node on the networks.
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configured using only MAC addresses without using 
a virtual local area network (VLAN).

2.3   Implementation of OpenFlow/SDN 
Practical usage of OpenFlow is now available to 

provide flexible network control. There are two con-
figurations for implementing OpenFlow: hop-by-hop 
and overlay.

2.3.1   Hop-by-hop configuration
In the hop-by-hop configuration, the controller cen-

trally manages the end-to-end communication by 
setting all the network devices via the OpenFlow 
switch. This configuration makes best use of the fol-
lowing OpenFlow features.
(�) Flexible routing

Flexible routing appropriate for the communication 
characteristics is possible such as routing a high-pri-
ority communication to a physical path that has suf-
ficient bandwidth while routing lower priority ones to 
other paths.
(�) Traffic monitoring 

Since an OpenFlow switch is capable of managing 
the flow status by using a flow table, it is possible to 
recalculate routes when traffic congestion is antici-
pated.

2.3.2   Overlay configuration
In the overlay configuration, servers and network 

devices at the edge of datacenters are managed by 
OpenFlow, and communication to the edge is man-
aged by the conventional networks. The overlay con-
figuration also uses tunneling for communication 
between the originating and destination edges.
(�) Existing facilities can be used.

Not every network device on the communication 
path needs to be configured by the OpenFlow switch. 
OpenFlow can be used partially within the conven-
tional network. If Open vSwitch, which is an Open-
Flow-compliant software switch, is embedded in a 
virtual server, such servers can function as edge 
devices; this allows network management by Open-
Flow.
(�)  The amount of routing information can be lim-

ited.
Network controllers store edge information and 

logical network routing information, but not physical 
routing information between edges. This reduces the 
number of items of routing information managed by 
the controller.

3.   Virtual network controller

NTT DATA is in a position to provide information 

system solutions as a global information technology 
(IT) innovator. We have recently received requests 
from our corporate customers for network configura-
tions that cannot be achieved with conventional net-
work devices. We intend to utilize OpenFlow/SDN to 
achieve the optimum network solution that can 
accommodate such requests. To achieve this, we have 
developed our own virtual network controller and 
started providing it. It has the following features:
(�) Easy to customize

The controller is composed of two types of soft-
ware: NetworkOS (NOS) and NOS-Application 
(NOS-AP) (Fig. 2).

NOS-AP is software for defining networking; it can 
perform routing based on its own algorithm and pro-
vide logical configuration management. NOS-AP can 
also be coordinated with higher systems that handle 
other network management tasks such as OpenStack. 
On the other hand, NOS provides functions com-
monly required in controllers based on the OpenFlow 
specifications, such as functions for generating Open-
Flow protocols and handling events. Along with the 
software, we provide NOS-API for efficiently con-
trolling NOS from NOS-AP. NOS-API helps reduce 
the controller development costs and shorten the 
development period.
(�) Enables a small start 

As mentioned earlier, we offer the hop-by-hop and 
overlay configurations for implementing OpenFlow. 
One barrier to the upgrading of network technologies 
is that existing network devices with limited capa-
bilities are still usable, so delaying upgrading is seen 
as a viable option. The overlay configuration of 
OpenFlow/SDN can solve such problems by enabling 
network technology to be upgraded while leaving 
existing network devices untouched. These network 
devices can be changed into OpenFlow-compliant 
devices one by one as required, so it is possible to 
configure the network with advanced technologies in 
stages (Fig. 3).
(3) High reliability

Because the OpenFlow/SDN architecture allows 
central control of networks, the controller can become 
a single point of failure. Large, complicated networks 
such as the public cloud or the networks of service 
providers require a mechanism for flexibly upgrading 
performance and functions. A virtual network con-
troller secures network availability through the high-
availability cluster configuration. Furthermore, if 
controller functions are deployed in a distributed 
manner, the controllers can also offer scalability to 
the network.
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1. Current status 2. Partial expansion by the overlay
    configuration

3. Full-scale implementation of
    OpenFlow/SDN

Difficult to build a network that matches
advances in information systems
because conventional network devices
have limited capabilities. 

Detailed traffic control including physical
routing, routing to suit traffic characteristics,
and QoS-control becomes possible.

QoS: quality of service

Can upgrade to network control capabilities
unachievable with conventional network
technology by partial enhancement with
OpenFlow switches.

Conventional
network device

Existing network
OpenFlow

switch
OpenFlow

switch

An existing network is configured using
conventional network technology.

Replace the network devices at the network
edge (e.g., servers) with OpenFlow devices
to implement OpenFlow/SDN in the overlay
configuration.

Change the entire network to OpenFlow/SDN
by gradually replacing the existing network
devices with OpenFlow switches.

Open vSwitch

Existing networks

OpenFlow switch

Tunnel
Tunnel

Fig. 3.   Stepwise implementation of OpenFlow/SDN.
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4.   Concluding remarks

OpenFlow/SDN used to be applied mainly to data-
center networks as technology for virtualizing net-
works in order to catch up with more advanced server 
technology. However, there are a number of other 
areas where OpenFlow/SDN technology can be 
applied to solve problems that cannot be solved using 
conventional network technology. NTT DATA will 

enhance the functions and capabilities of its virtual 
network controller to solve such problems.
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1.   Introduction

When people hear the word robot, they tend to 
think of industrial robots and humanoid robots. The 
Committee on Robot Policy Study under the Ministry 
of Economy, Trade and Industry defines a robot as a 
mechanism composed of three technical components: 
sensors, an intelligent control system, and a power 
train. The committee regards a robot as a mechanical 
system with intelligence*�. However, because the 
areas where robotic technology is applied have been 
expanding, the above definition is also being extend-
ed.

As a systems integrator, not a manufacturer, NTT 
DATA also takes a broad view of robots, treating 
them as systems that utilize robotic mechanisms or 
robotic technology. We aim for robots that work 
safely and efficiently within a smart space by coordi-
nating resources and services in the cloud or robots 
that deliver services or perform actions within such 
an intelligent space, rather than robots that work in a 

standalone manner.

2.   Motivation for robot technology research

Faced with the persistent recession in the domestic 
market, the information and communications tech-
nology (ICT) industry expects smart grids and smart 
cities to develop as a new growth business area 
(Fig. 1). Because new information infrastructures and 
solutions, such as machine-to-machine (M2M) com-
munication and sensor networks, are expanding, we 
can make robots into contributors to society and busi-
ness by fusing robotics and ICT by organizing an 
environment in which robots and the new information 
infrastructures and solutions can work together.

For example, it will soon become possible to have 
an intelligent mobile robot that understands its sur-
roundings from sensor networks and moves safely 
and efficiently or a robot that can feed the highly 
valuable information acquired from big data to the 
real world. We expect that robot technology that 
senses the world more efficiently and automatically 
will become more important for efforts to establish 
big data in the cloud.

Robots for manufacturing made in Japan account 
for nearly 70% of the world’s market; however, com-
petition with Europe and the USA is already harsh, 

Strategy and Efforts for Robotics 
Integration Aiming at Combining 
Information and Communications 
Technology with Robots
Toyoaki Kagaya

Abstract
This article introduces the strategy and research & development for fusing information and communi-

cations technology (ICT) with robots in relation to the open source trend. As machine-to-machine 
(M2M) communication and sensor networks become widespread, we are entering a time when the robots 
coordinated with clouds can offer new added value.

*� The definition of a robot by the Patent Agency is (�) a machine 
with manipulating functions, (2) a machine with mobility, ability 
to acquire external information, and functions for determining its 
own behavior, or (3) a machine with communication functions, 
ability to acquire external information, and functions for deter-
mining its own behavior and behaving accordingly.
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and China and Korea are catching up with the assis-
tance of strong support from their governments. 
Japan is now in the stage of growing beyond robots 
for production and is developing the robot application 
business through the creation and spread of robots for 
the service industry.

NTT DATA will expand the ICT business with 
wider application by working with a number of robot 
manufacturers to open up the M2M market utilizing 
Japan’s world-class robot technology.

3.   From M2M to M2M2A

M2M is a system in which multiple machines con-
nected to a network exchange data without human 
mediation to automatically provide optimum control. 
NTT DATA regards a robot as a critical machine that 
contributes in this system. We predict that the 
machine-to-machine-to-actuation (M2M2A) solu-
tions, where sensors and robotic technologies are 
combined to fuse the real and cyber (or virtual) 
worlds, will become common (Fig. 2). In such solu-
tions, services based on visualized information gen-
erated from information gathered by sensors are 
linked and the formulated actions are performed by 
machines.

4.   Likely areas where ICT 
and robotics can fuse

NTT DATA set up the M2M Cloud Promotion 
Office in October 20�� in order to accelerate M2M-
related business across the company. The office aims 
to advance ICT services by building an M2M cloud 
and offering new cloud-based services. Our target 
areas for applying robotics are life support and social 
infrastructure maintenance, taking account of the 
direction of our M2M business expansion. These 
areas are also our existing business forte.

4.1   Robotics applications in the life support area
Nursing care is one area with high potential for 

robotics application. There is currently strong demand 
for robots able to provide support for the indepen-
dence of care receivers or able to assist nursing staff. 
In fact, the government announced in 20�2 that care 
robots will be covered by long-term care insurance 
from 20�5. This will further accelerate the research 
and development (R&D) and field trials of such 
robots.

Through the combination of M2M technology with 
devices used by the elderly or patients at care facili-
ties, data concerning the physical conditions and 
daily routines of people under nursing care can be 
collected. This data can then be used to reduce the 
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Because sensor networks and smart spaces are expanding,
the application areas of networked robots will also expand.

Fig. 1.   The expanse of smart space and the application areas of robots.
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workloads of caregivers and to provide comprehen-
sive health management in combination with per-
sonal health records and lifelogs.

Utilizing robotics will make it easier to sense their 
physical conditions. With such data, it will be possi-
ble to create practical appliances such as rehabilita-
tion equipment and programs that are tailored to 
individuals’ conditions and drug management 
machines that prevent overdoses or failures to take 
medicine. 

There is already some R&D of robots for support-
ing communication between hospital staff members 
and patients, including their family members, for 
patients living in remote areas or for hospitals with 
staff shortages. These robots include an in-hospital 
guide robot that takes a patient to the appropriate 
place within a hospital or care home safely and effi-
ciently and an autonomously mobile robot that pro-
vides videoconferencing functions. These robots can 
be improved to offer further convenience to service 
users and providers by enabling them to provide 
medical consultation and diagnosis and to recom-
mend healthy habits by utilizing personal health 
records in the cloud.

4.2    Robotics applications in the social infrastruc-
ture area

The maintenance of social infrastructure, including 
large buildings and lifeline services, has recently 
been becoming more important. Infrastructure break-
downs cause massive social and economical loss, so 
breakdown prevention is vital. A large part of Japan’s 

current infrastructure was built during its high growth 
period and many structures are approaching renewal 
time. This renewal must be executed to provide opti-
mum results at a low cost because the government’s 
tax income is declining owing to the aging of society. 
Construction and maintenance work is ideal for 
robots because it tends to be tough, dirty, and danger-
ous and hence unpopular with human workers. 
Indeed, robots are gradually starting to be used in 
such workplaces.

As one of the M2M cloud solutions for social infra-
structure maintenance, NTT DATA offers a bridge 
monitoring solution called BRIMOS. It monitors a 
bridge constantly in real time using sensors installed 
on the bridge. Although it does not use robots, it 
would be possible to create a solution with higher 
added value by combining BRIMOS, which already 
offers sophisticated service, with robotics. Some 
structures have complicated sensor installation 
designs or require monitoring over a long distance or 
wide area. Robotics can help in such cases by offering 
advanced and autonomous mobility and location 
identification functions by using a geographical map 
service in the cloud. Robots can perform structural 
checks efficiently. As for the visual inspection tasks 
carried out by human beings, robots can collect 
images of a structure while autonomously moving in 
and around it. They can then amalgamate the mass of 
collected images and thus improve the quality of 
images in the cloud to help identify any faults.

Sensor networks with
standalone systems

- In the sensor technology area, shared usage of sensor networks, a sensor data provision service, and new value creation
from accumulated sensor data will be possible.
- In the robot technology area, the importance of techniques for integrating robotics into services will increase.
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Fig. 2.   Forecast of trend for sensor and robot technologies.
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5.   Organizing the development environment

5.1   Robot technology middleware
Making architectures open is rapidly becoming 

common in the robot industry, and establishing a 
development environment that utilizes such open 
architectures and resources is important for creating 
the contact point between robotics and ICT. 

As part of the open architecture strategy for pro-
moting the common use of service robots, the Nation-
al Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Tech-
nology (AIST), which leads R&D in Japan’s service 
robot industry, suggested the standard interface 
specifications of robot technology components 
(RTCs) to the Object Management Group (OMG)*2 
and they were issued as the OMG’s standard in 2008. 
AIST also developed and published RT middleware*3 
to control RTCs compliant with the standard specifi-
cations. 

In collaboration with one of our group companies, 
CATS Co., Ltd., NTT DATA altered the CATS’s com-
puter-aided software engineering (CASE) tool, called 
ZIPC, for embedded software development to com-
ply with RTCs and RT middleware, which contributed 
to improvements in the design quality (Fig. 3).

5.2   Safety functions
Because robots are automatically driven, they must 

be equipped with advanced functional safety*� mea-
sures to avoid any harm to human beings and the sur-
rounding environment.

Robot manufacturers are often the manufacturers of 
existing home appliances and other equipment. For 
this reason, they fear damage to their brand image by 
accidents caused by their robots, so they do not 
launch their robot products on the market unless they 
are absolutely confident in the safety of the robots’ 
behavior. As a result, robots remain in the field-trial 
stage and there are few cases of practical use. This is 
hampering the business from budding into commer-
cialization, causing a vicious circle in the industry. At 
the same time, securing high reliability in robots is a 
strategically important long-term competence as a 
part of corporate branding. 

The robot industry is also waiting for the release of 
ISO�3�82 in 20�3. ISO�3�82 is the international 
safety standard for personal care robots (robots 
designed to communicate with human beings) created 
on the basis of the functional safety standard for 
safety-related systems IEC6�508*5.

If we are to use robots as part of our business, then 
close collaboration with manufacturers is important. 
We must also keep an eye on the industry’s approach 
to safety issues that may affect procurement require-
ments or lawsuits. This is why NTT DATA is discuss-
ing with AIST about a comprehensive development 

*2 OMG: An industry organization that sets standards for distributed 
object-oriented systems. It promoted the standardization of UML 
and CORBA. Since 2005, OMG’s Robotics Domain Task Force 
has been working on robot-related standards.

*3 RT middleware: Middleware for making sensors, actuators, and 
software control robots into components.

*� Functional safety: An acceptable level of safety secured by im-
plementing some functional contrivance. The antonym of intrin-
sic safety.

Create watertight specifications 
using a state transition table.

E: event
S: state

State diagram EHSTM

Same
information

E2/
Function A

E3

S1

S1

E1

E2

E3

S2

⇒S2

⇒S3

⇒S1

Func-
tion A

S3

S2

S3

E1

E2 Identifying oversight = Bug

Fig. 3.   Extended hierarchy state transition matrix (EHSTM).

*5 IEC6�508: An international standard for the Functional Safety of 
Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic Safety-related 
Systems specified by the International Electrotechnical Commis-
sion (IEC). This is used as the basis for functional safety stan-
dards for many industries.
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environment for delivering highly reliable software 
for robots to accelerate IEC6�508 certification.

We are researching configurations and methods that 
enable seamless tracing of requirements across the 
series of ZIPC products and other major open source 
software (OSS) tools within the V-model develop-
ment process of embedded software. This lets devel-
opers provide accountability for risk assessment 
across their development process from requirement 
decisions, through design and implementation, to 
verification and lets them produce highly reliable 
software more easily (Fig. 4)

5.3    Coordinating with the cloud in the develop-
ment environment

RT middleware offers the benefit of cloud coordi-
nation through its connectivity with RTCs distributed 
across networks. If a cloud service application pro-
gramming interface (API) with the RTC-standard 

interface can be installed in the cloud, robots equipped 
with RT middleware can easily use cloud services 
through this API.

In the future, we aim to make an environment 
where resources in the cloud, application software, 
and robot software can be easily coordinated by mak-
ing RTCs in the cloud easily accessible from the 
development environment or by building a develop-
ment environment in which the RTC interface can be 
easily implemented.

6.   Future prospects

6.1   Remote management of robots
Robot servicing technology and operating technol-

ogy will be essential to encourage the wide imple-
mentation of robots and respond to situations in 
which robots are commonly used.

For example, in the nursing care industry, for which 

Optimum tool configurations and requirement traceability
in the V-model development process

The optimum tool configuration
for achieving highly reliable

software is currently
under discussion.

To achieve highly reliable software (tool chain)

TERAS (platform for securing inter-tool traceability of system requirements)

ZIPC
tools

Each tool can be coordinated by TERAS*,
an open tool platform. Seamless traceability
can be secured throughout the design
documents, models, source code, test
scenarios, and test results. This makes it
possible to trace the causes of an error to its
system requirement level and learn the scale
of impact that may be caused by the error.

Various plug-ins will be developed, including
those for project management, model-based
development, and evidence output for
functional safety certification.

* TERAS (tool environment for reliable and
accountable software)
An open tool platform developed by TERAS,
an organization established for the collaborative
project of industry, academia, and government
under the FY2011 Industrial Technology 
Commercialization Project Grant Program
(Embedded System Infrastructure Development
Project (Project to Build an Open Tool Platform
for Quality Accountability lmprovement)).

ZIPC
tools

OSS
tool

Third-party
tools

OSS
tool

Fig. 4.   Promotion of creation of reliable software (tool chain).
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robotics application is promising, care support equip-
ment and tools are often rented and their users are 
mainly elderly people. Therefore, close monitoring 
and maintenance are necessary. As the revised Long-
Term Care Insurance Act 20�2 obliges servicing 
planning of welfare tools, a maintenance service 
during a rental period and after sales for nursing care 
equipment are even more important. 

NTT DATA aims to create high-value maintenance 
and operations services that can be included in nurs-
ing care equipment service plans. Such services 
include the provision of a development environment 
that makes it easy to implement the modules and 
interfaces to obtain a range of data such as operation 
logs, error and failure information, and availability or 
make it easy to obtain such information in the M2M 

cloud.

6.2   Cloud robotics
The idea that the cloud could make robots lighter, 

cheaper, and smarter was articulated by James Kuff-
ner, one of the developers of Google’s self-driving 
car, at Google I/O 20��. NTT DATA is continuing its 
R&D of the cloud-robotics infrastructure and solu-
tions to provide a service robot system that is highly 
beneficial to users, as well as M2M cloud coordina-
tion. We intend to achieve such infrastructures and 
solutions by equipping robots with high-speed com-
putation abilities, large storage, advanced functions, 
and knowledge, which cannot be achieved with con-
ventional standalone robots (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5.   Conceptual diagram of cloud robotics.
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1.   Introduction

Corporations and public bodies hope to reinforce 
their competence in the domestic and international 
markets by improving productivity. One way to 
achieve this is to strengthen organizational bonds and 
improve productivity through advances in communi-
cation. 

Efficient realtime communication among people is 
important. Furthermore, smoother person-to-machine 
communication and person-to-person communica-
tion achieved through machines is essential in the 
current communication environment, where informa-
tion and communications technology (ICT) systems 
are becoming a prerequisite. At the same time, the 
utilization of unstructured data, such as documents, 
emails, and other textual information managed within 
systems, is increasingly expected to contribute to 
improvements in productivity. The means to bridge 
the communication gap in a diverse world is also 
awaited. This includes a way to overcome language 
barriers and support handicapped people to enable 
them to become more independent.

Human-machine interfaces keep changing to suit 
the devices that are common at a particular time, and 
the interfaces have a great impact on the usability of 
communications. Communications technology is 
now a component of the ICT infrastructure.

2.   History of communications technologies

To enable a clearer understanding of the techno-
logical trend of communications technologies, a brief 

history of them is shown in Fig. 1.
In the �990s, the dominant means of communica-

tion shifted from the telephone to email as the Inter-
net became commonplace. It was the decade when 
person-to-person communication was linked via ICT 
systems. During the first decade of this century, the 
form of communication developed into communica-
tion available at anytime and anywhere as a result of 
the explosive spread of mobile communication de- 
vices such as cell phones and wireless broadband. 
Furthermore, as smartphones became popular, people 
became accustomed to touch-based user interfaces. 
In the 20�0s, we assume that optimum communica-
tion, in which the means of communication is opti-
mized according to the users’ situations, will become 
the norm. The critical technologies for optimum com-
munication are media analysis technology that uti-
lizes linguistic and non-linguistic data and device 
technology that improves the human-machine inter-
face. These technologies are now being vigorously 
studied from the research level to the practical level 
(Fig. 2). 

Recent examples of advanced communication 
applications that utilize the rapidly spreading smart-
phones are NTT DOCOMO’s Shabette Concier (talk-
ing concierge) and Apple’s Siri. More new services 
that use advanced media processing and devices are 
expected to follow.

3.   Aims of communication advancement

We believe that communication advancement can 
resolve the issues in the following four categories: 

Technology Development for 
Communication Advancement
Toru Takaki

Abstract
This article introduces NTT DATA’s research and development activities for advancing communica-

tions among people and between people and machines and mentions future prospects. High-quality 
communication is now receiving attention as a key element for improving corporate productivity and 
creating a better society.
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eliminating the communication gap, improving com-
munication quality, optimizing multiplexed commu-
nication, and improving the experience value 
(Table 1).

As the first step to tackle these issues, NTT DATA 
is currently working to develop application software 
to eliminate the communication gap. We aim to raise 
the current, insufficient, level of ICT-based commu-
nication to the level at which people can communi-
cate without stress. Expectations for linguistic sup-
port services to overcome the language barrier are 
rising to cope with the rapid global expansion of busi-
nesses and social activities. We aim to develop appli-
cation software that will help users understand for-
eign languages and create documents in multiple 
languages. Our ongoing projects include developing 
machine translation software optimized for different 
businesses and users and document creation soft-
ware.

4.   Examples of NTT DATA projects

4.1    Japanese document creation support tool for 
software development

With computer systems being increasingly devel-
oped offshore, such as in China, the proportion of 
development-related documents in Japanese created 
by non-Japanese speakers is also rising. However, 
this causes various problems such as a longer devel-
opment period and larger number of grammatical and 
expressional errors in documents owing to the inad-
equate Japanese language skills of non-Japanese 
document writers. Countermeasures to address this 
linguistic gap are required.

NTT DATA is currently developing a foreign lan-
guage document creation tool that can take account of 
error tendencies caused by differences in the linguis-
tic characteristics of the language used in the docu-

ment and the mother language of the document writ-
ers. This tool is designed particularly for Chinese 
people who create documents in Japanese. It has an 
example text search function and a Japanese checker 
function.
(�) Example text search function

The example text search function identifies gram-
matically correct text in a collection of previously 
created documents as a reference for the document 
writers to help them create correct sentences. One of 
the features of this function is that it displays exam-
ples of text containing the most frequent items first, 
such as Japanese particles and verb conjugation. It 
also displays simple sentences that are preferred in 
design documents and business letters near the top of 
the search results. This ensures that the most suitable 
examples are shown to the users. An output example 
is shown in Fig. 3. This example shows the search 
results for particles that can connect the words “mes-
sage” and “display”. Underlining the particles makes 
it easier for the writers to compare candidate exam-
ples.
(2) Japanese checker function

The Japanese checker function checks whether the 
particles used in a specific design document match 
normal usage in design documents. Foreign words 
written in katakana, one of the Japanese phonograms, 
often confuse Chinese writers, leading to errors in the 
Japanese documents. This is because native Chinese 
speakers and Japanese speakers analyze the sounds of 
the original foreign words differently before convert-
ing the sound into katakana. For example, the English 
word “message” is commonly written as “メッセー
ジ” (messeji) in Japanese, but sometimes written 
wrongly as “メセッジ” (mesejji) in documents cre-
ated offshore. The Japanese checker function can 
identify phonemic errors and display the correct 
expression by taking account of the phonemic 

Issues

(1) Communication
gap elimination

(2) Quality improvement

(3) Organizing ways of
communication

(4) Improving
experience value

Offering communication without any
feeling of stress

Adding value to communication

Supporting the provision of sufficient
communication

Offering entertainment, security, and
satisfaction

- Interpreting phone
- Telepresence
- AR and wearable devices

- Automatic information suggestion
- Automatic minutes creation
- Auto facilitation

- Electronic secretary
- SNS utilization

- Virtual world
- Entertainment robot

Examples of solutions

Table 1.   Issues that can be resolved by communication advancement.
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similarity between the erroneous word and the candi-
date correct word. An example of the function’s out-
put is shown in Fig. 4. The checker displays sections 
with erroneous words, a candidate for the correct 
word, and the type of error in a table format. This 
example shows one katakana usage error and three 
particle errors. This output is achieved by applying 
research results from the NTT Media Intelligence 
Laboratories.

These functions are at the stage of field trial assess-
ment in a document development office in China. The 
Chinese writers use them to create design documents 
or make enquiries in Japanese. The functions are also 

used to assess the Japanese quality for self-review or 
group-review, and they offer communication advance-
ment in the global development environment.

5.   Further applications

Communication advancement technology is 
regarded as the key component for corporations to 
adapt to the new business environment where the 
pace of change has accelerated in recent years 
(Fig. 5). This is indicated by the rising demands for 
support to achieve successful global communication 
in the multinational labor environment and to expand 

Fig. 3.   Output of the example text search function.

Source content

1

2

3

4

Modified example Indicated content

シットを参照する．

「A」と「B」の 2つフォルダ
の配下に…

ログ出力の処理開始する．

同時に同じテーブルをアクセス
すれば，データベース競合の…

シートを参照する．

「A」と「B」の 2つのフォル
ダの配下に…

同時に同じテーブルにアクセス
すれば，データベース競合の…

ログ出力の処理を開始する．

Error in katakana

Particle omitted

Particle omitted

Inappropriate particle

Fig. 4.   Output of the Japanese checker function.
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domestic business overseas.
Moreover, we are facing an unavoidable social 

challenge—a super-aging society. The number of 
elderly living alone is increasing while the working-
age population is decreasing. The number of care 
provider applicants is about half the demand for 

them, and this will inevitably lead to the situation in 
which people in need of care cannot receive sufficient 
services. It is important for the coming Japanese soci-
ety to make advances in communication over the ICT 
infrastructure. This will enable better communication 
between medical personnel and care providers to 

Aging of society

Approx. 24% of the elderly live alone.

The number of care provider applicants is
about half the number in demand.

Society is also aging rapidly in China, India,
and other countries.

The working-age population is decreasing.

(2) Life support functions
- Improvements in communication among
medical personnel
- Daily life support for the elderly and people
with disabilities

Changes in business environment

Overseas business expansion by Japanese
companies

Multinational working environment

Accelerating business speed

Advancement of communication tools

(1) Improvements in business productivity
- Improvements in global communication
- Speeding up of business and improvements
in quality

Fig. 5.   Challenges and application areas.

ICT system that can communicate naturally with human beings
Business

- Improving meeting efficiency
  through auto-facilitation functions
- Helping the conversation
  depending on the participants’
  background knowledge and
  understanding

Care for children and the vulnerable

- Robots to monitor children and
  the elderly
- Machine operations and
  communication using
  brain waves

Medical support

- Robots with advanced medical
  knowledge to assist doctors
- Disease risk assessment based
  on the patient’s lifelog

Conver-
sation log Physical support

by machines

Knowledge
support by

expert judgment 

Business
knowledge

Physiological
information

Daily life support through natural communication

Knowledge
processing

Language
processing

Fig. 6.   Future vision achievable through communication advancement.
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increase their productivity and build an environment 
where the elderly and people with disabilities can live 
independently as much as possible.

6.   Vision of the future

An ICT system that can communicate naturally 
with human beings is expected to become common-
place in all aspects of business and social activities 
(Fig. 6). It will be partially composed of robots and 
will provide a range of intelligent support based on 
special judgments obtained from the results of knowl-
edge processing or language processing of various 
data, such as physiological information collected 
through sensors, business information, and voice 
information. For example, additional information 
helpful for a business meeting could be automatically 
added by the system according to the individual 
degrees of knowledge, opinions, behaviors, and lev-
els of understanding of the meeting’s participants. 
The system could even facilitate the smooth progress 
of meetings in the near future.

We also assume that new medical support services 

will gradually come into use, such as assistant robots 
with advanced medical knowledge and services to 
suggest a healthier life style on the basis of disease 
assessment results generated from the daily activities 
and lifelogs of individuals.

7.   Future prospects

In a society where globalization and aging are pro-
gressing, the communication gap will become even 
bigger. To eliminate such a gap, NTT DATA is con-
tinuing to develop an ICT infrastructure and applica-
tion software that utilize the optimum media analysis 
technology and device technology solutions in order 
to advance communications. Through these efforts, 
we aim to help improve productivity in business and 
society.
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1.   Introduction

An all-optical cross connect will be a key compo-
nent of large-capacity photonic networks and data-
center networks with low power consumption because 
it provides large-scale switching without optical-to-
electrical-to-optical (O-E-O) conversion. A promis-
ing way to make large-scale optical cross connects 
(OXCs) is to use three-dimensional (3D) microelec-
tromechanical system (MEMS) optical switches 
because of the potentially large port count and the 
compact configuration that can be achieved using 
free-space optics [�]. A 3D MEMS optical switch 
basically consists of a pair of optical collimator 
arrays as the input and output (I/O) ports and a pair of 
two-axis MEMS tilt mirror arrays to steer the optical 
beams so that any input port can be connected to an 
arbitrary output port.

We previously reported a �00 × �00 port 3D MEMS 
optical switch module that provides good switching 
characteristics [2]–[4]. In this article, we describe a 
large-scale optical switch with a port count of over 
500 and confirm the scalability of 3D MEMS optical 
switches.

2.   Principle and design

When the port count exceeds a few hundred, the 
requirement for the maximum tilt angle of MEMS 
mirrors becomes exacting because of the expanded 
connection area. A cross-sectional view of the optics 
in a conventional 3D MEMS optical switch is sche-
matically shown in Fig. 1. The I/O ports and a pair of 
MEMS mirror arrays are arranged in a Z-shaped lay-
out. In this configuration, the maximum tilt angle for 
switching depends on a mirror’s position in the 
array. 

For example, let us denote by θ the angle that the 
central mirror needs to tilt by (dashed and dotted 
green lines). In that case, the mirror at the corner of 
the input MEMS mirror array connects to the oppo-
site corner of the output MEMS mirror array when its 
tilt angle is 0° (solid blue line); however, it must tilt 
to one side on each axis with the maximum angle 2θ 
to connect to the diagonally opposite corner of the 
output MEMS mirror array (dot-dashed blue line). 
This position dependency makes the required maxi-
mum tilt angle excessively large.

One way to keep the tilt angle from increasing is to 
apply an optical Fourier transform between the two 
mirror arrays to make the required tilt angle the same 
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We present a 5�2 × 5�2 MEMS (microelectromechanical system) optical switch module in a W-

shaped layout with a toroidal concave mirror. The 5�2-array optical components are made by assembling 
four �28-array components. The concave mirror minimizes the tilt angle of the MEMS mirrors. All of 
the optical path connections were demonstrated in a prototype module.
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for all the mirrors [5]. We use a toroidal concave mir-
ror as the optical Fourier transform element. A con-
cave mirror also enables a compact W-shaped layout 
with a folded optical path.

Another problem is how to produce large-scale 
optical components. As the array scale is increased, 
the process yield decreases significantly owing to the 
difficulty of fabrication. To solve this problem, we 
chose to use a 2 × 2 array of �28-port optical units to 
obtain a 5�2-port optical component. This achieves 
high fabrication yields with a small accumulated 
pitch error.

2.1   Basic switch structure
A cross-sectional view of the configuration of our 

5�2 × 5�2 port 3D MEMS optical switch module is 
shown in Fig. 2. The input and output MEMS mirror 
arrays are placed on the concave mirror’s two focal 

planes.
An optical beam deflected by an input mirror 

strikes the concave mirror at an incident angle that is 
related to the mirror’s tilt angle δ. The concave mirror 
provides a Fourier transform, causing the optical 
beam to converge onto the output mirror array with a 
positional shift l. The angle of each output mirror is 
adjusted so that the beam is reflected into the proper 
output collimator.

The shift l is expressed by using the concave mir-
ror’s focal length f as 

l=f · 2δ.

This expression means that the connecting output 
mirror is determined by the input mirror’s tilt angle, 
without positional dependence in the mirror array. 
Thus, the increase in the maximum tilt angle of the 

+θ

θ : mirror tilt angle

−θ

Input
optical
collimator
array

Input
MEMS
mirror
array

Output
optical
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array

Output
MEMS
mirror
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z
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−θ
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0

Fig. 1.   Cross-sectional view of a conventional 3D MEMS optical switch.
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Fig. 2.   Cross-sectional view of the 3D MEMS optical switch with the toroidal concave mirror. 
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MEMS mirrors is minimized throughout the mirror 
array.

Folding the optical path into a W-shaped configura-
tion enables a compact layout, but it also introduces 
the off-axis aberrations of the concave mirror in the 
x-z plane. We chose a toroidal surface for the concave 
mirror’s geometry to reduce the aberrations. For the 
optimized mirror geometry, the calculated loss due to 
aberrations is below 0.5 dB.

A schematic of our 5�2 × 5�2 port 3D MEMS opti-
cal switch module is shown in Fig. 3. The mirror and 
collimator arrays consist of 2 × 2 arrays, each han-
dling �28 ports. The �28-port optical components 
provide high fabrication yields with a small accumu-
lated pitch error.

2.2   512-channel MEMS mirror array
The 5�2-channel MEMS mirror array is shown in 

Fig. 4. It contains four �28-channel MEMS mirror 
array chips, which are precisely mounted in a ceram-
ic package by multichip-module technology. The 
positioning accuracy of mounting is less than 50 µm.

While the huge number of bonding pad electrodes 
should be assembled in a package, a compact ceram-
ic package is needed to expand the possibility of the 
optical layout design. Our high-density bonding pads 
in a zigzag arrangement minimize the package size to 
76 mm × 90 mm and the spacing between adjacent 
chips to 5 mm. The increase in mirror tilt angle 
needed to accommodate this spacing is only 0.6°.

The �28-channel mirror array chip has a two-
dimensional (2D) arrangement of two-axis MEMS 
tilt mirrors. Each mirror has a gimbal structure that 
allows the mirror to rotate around two orthogonal 
axes [4]. The mirror is actuated electrostatically by 
four electrodes underneath it, resulting in a tilting 

128-port
optical collimator array

128-ch
MEMS mirror array

512-port
optical
collimator array 512-ch

MEMS mirror array

Toroidal
concave
mirror

Fig. 3.   Schematic of the 3D MEMS optical switch with the toroidal concave mirror. 
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Chip
A

5 
m

m

Chip
C

Chip
B
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D

Chip A
side

Chip C
side

(a) 512-ch MEMS mirror array (b) Zigzag alignment bonding pads

Fig. 4.   512-channel MEMS mirror array.
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range of 4.5° in any arbitrary direction.

2.3   Optical collimator array
The 5�2-port optical collimator array is also com-

posed of four �28-port units. They are mounted on a 
frame with a positioning mechanism that helps align 
them with the mirror array. Each collimator array unit 
consists of an array of �28 fibers and an array of �28 
microlenses, as shown in Fig. 5(a). 

The �28-port fiber array is made by inserting opti-
cal fibers with microferrules through a polymer sub-
strate having precisely aligned holes. Each optical 
fiber is attached to a microferrule that had its end 
facet polished and antireflection-coated before 
assembly. This fabrication method is advantageous to 
improve the yield of a large-scale, highly accurate 
fiber array inexpensively [6], [7]. The �28-port 
microlens array is fabricated by a precise molding 

method using transparent optical polymer material. 
Both surfaces of the microlens array are also antire-
flection coated to reduce multiple reflections. The 
fiber array and microlens array are passively aligned 
using dowel pins with an accuracy of ±� µm. 

The mean pointing accuracy, which is the mean 
angular deviation caused by a lateral offset of the axis 
of a microlens from that of the corresponding fiber, is 
0.03°. The uniformity of our optical collimator’s 
pointing accuracy is shown in Fig. 5(b). This is ade-
quate for good optical coupling.

2.4   Switch module assembly
For switch module assembly, the critical issues are 

precise alignment and the assembly procedure itself: 
both are time consuming and costly. To reduce the 
cost, we use passive assembly to construct the optical 
system. A prototype 5�2 × 5�2 port switch module is 

x

y

1 div. = 0.01°

(b) Pointing accuracy of collimator unit(a) 128-port collimator unit

0.05°

0.03°

Fig. 5.   512-port optical collimator array.
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concave
mirror
(inside)

512-ch MEMS mirror array
512-port optical
collimator array

High-density
power

supply lines

Toroidal
concave mirror

512-ch MEMS
mirror array (inside) 

512-port optical
collimator array 

(a) Front view (b) Rear view

Fig. 6.   Prototype switch core module of the 512 × 512 port 3D MEMS optical switch.
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shown in Fig. 6. The module size is �97 mm × 243 
mm × �40 mm. All components are passively mount-
ed on the housing by using dowel pins and holes. 
Before the concave mirror is set in the housing, the 
collimator arrays are visually aligned to the corre-
sponding MEMS mirror arrays by observation using 
an infrared camera.

3.   Optical performance of the switch module

Regarding the optical performance, we measured 

the insertion loss of all the paths. A fast peak search 
algorithm enables accurate optical path connections 
at short measuring times [8]. The characteristics of 
the optical connections from an input mirror to all the 
output mirrors are shown in Fig. 7. This input mirror 
was located in the top-left corner of the array, which 
is at the maximum off-axis position. The vertical axis 
is insertion loss, and the horizontal axes are the tilt 
angles of the input mirror about the x- and y-axes. 
The maximum tilt angle is the same for both axes. 
The variation in mean insertion loss for the four 
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Fig. 7.   Characteristics of optical path connections to all output ports from an input mirror. 
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output MEMS chips was less than � dB, which means 
that there were no significant differences among 
them. We also found that the characteristics of all the 
optical connections were roughly uniform. 

The distribution of the insertion loss for all the 
paths of the prototype module is shown in Fig. 8. The 
number of paths is 262,�44 (i.e., 5�22). The mean 
fiber-to-fiber insertion loss is 5.3 dB. A breakdown of 
the insertion loss sources is given in Table 1. The 
main one is clipping by the MEMS mirrors. The mis-
alignment of a collimator caused a maximum beam 
position error of 250 µm, which is equivalent to a 
clipping loss of 3.8 dB per mirror. It should be pos-
sible to reduce the misalignment to less than 50 µm 
by improving the assembly accuracy. This should 
reduce the maximum clipping loss to less than �.5 
dB.

4.   Conclusions

We have presented a free-space 5�2 × 5�2 port 3D 
MEMS optical switch module featuring a W-shaped 
optical configuration with a toroidal concave mirror. 
This configuration keeps the increase in the maxi-
mum tilt angle of the MEMS mirrors small. We also 
devised 5�2-port optical components, each consisting 
of four �28-port units. This design provides both a 
large port count and a low cost. The results of optical 
path tests on a prototype switch module show its fea-
sibility for constructing a large-scale optical switch 
with a port count of over 500.
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Insertion loss sources

Beam clipping per mirror

Fiber connectors

Aberration of concave mirror (calculated)

Antireflection coat (calculated)

Min. (dB)

0.5

0.0

0.1

0.12 for 14 points

Max. (dB)

3.8

0.8 for 2 points

0.5

-

Table. 1.   Breakdown of insertion loss sources.
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1.   Introduction

1.1   Background
Ever since its establishment by Bellare and Roga-

way [�], the notion of random oracles has played an 
essential role in the design of asymmetric crypto-
graphic schemes [2], [3]. Informally, random oracles 
are objects that should behave like public random 
functions, accepting variable input length (VIL) data 
and returning variable output length (VOL) random 
strings. Random oracles are ideal objects: they cannot 
be implemented without additional assumptions. In 
practice, random oracles are replaced with concrete 
functions. 

It is not an easy task to construct a random-looking 
VIL-VOL concrete function from scratch. So we usu-
ally start with a small concrete function that is 
restricted to a fixed input length (FIL) and fixed out-
put length (FOL). Such functions are often called 
compression functions. We then iterate the compres-
sion functions in some way to obtain VIL and/or VOL 
functions.

Concrete functions that accept VIL strings but 
return only FOL strings are commonly called hash 
functions. The construction of secure hash functions 
has been theoretically investigated in various ways. In 
particular, the security of hash functions as VIL (but 
FOL) random oracles was studied by Coron et al. [4], 
where the underlying compression functions were 
modeled as FIL-FOL (restricted) random oracles in 
light of the indifferentiability framework [5]. Subse-
quent to the work reported in [4], the domain exten-
sion of random oracles has been analyzed in depth 
[6]–[��]. 

On the other hand, the range extension of random 
oracles has attracted less attention from the theoreti-
cal aspect. Despite the lack of formal treatment, VOL 
random oracles are regularly used in designing pub-
lic-key cryptographic schemes, in particular digital 
signatures [3]. For the random oracles utilized in 
those signature schemes, which achieve full message 
recovery [�2]–[�6], the variability in output length 
becomes absolutely crucial.

There already exist several constructions for 
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Abstract
We revisit the security of mask generation functions (MGFs) in light of the indifferentiability 

framework. MGFs are a kind of hash function having variably long outputs and they are frequently 
utilized for designing public-key cryptographic schemes such as digital signatures. First, we clarify that 
there are weak and strong versions of indifferentiability, depending on the order of quantifies in the 
definition. Next, we prove that the classical, counter-based MGF standardized by ANSI, IEEE, and ISO/
IEC satisfies only the weak version of indifferentiability, whereas the Double-Pipeline Iteration Mode 
specified in SP800-�08 by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) satisfies the strong 
version. While our analysis does not necessarily imply that counter-based MGFs are insecure, our results 
show that MGF constructions have different levels of security (i.e., indifferentiability).
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VIL-VOL concrete functions. They are called by the 
common name mask generation functions (MGFs). 
The majority of existing MGFs follow the counter-
based design and have been standardized by ANSI 
(American National Standards Institute), IEEE (Insti-
tute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers), and 
ISO/IEC (International Organization for Standardiza-
tion, International Electrotechnical Commission). 
For example, the algorithm MGF� [�3], [�7]–[�9] 
takes a hash function H: {0, �}*−→ {0, �}n, computes 
upon input x the string

H (x||〈0〉32) || H (x||〈�〉32) || H (x||〈2〉32)  ||  ···,

and truncates this string to the leftmost l bits, where 
〈i〉α denotes an α-bit representation of integer i and l 
denotes the requested length. The main motivation 
behind the current work is to provide a formal secu-
rity analysis for this type of construction.

The same types of algorithms are often called key 
derivation functions (KDFs), mostly when they take 
secret inputs. These are standardized in SP800-�08 
by NIST (National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology) [20]. The security of KDFs is formally 
treated in [2�]. We analyze the security of the Dou-
ble-Pipeline Iteration Mode specified in SP800-�08 
as an MGF that takes only public inputs.

1.2   Our results
We take the systematic approach proposed by 

Coron et al. [4] and apply the indifferentiability 
framework [5] to our study of MGFs. That is, we 
consider two MGF constructions whose security is 
analyzed under the condition that an ideal hash func-
tion (a VIL/FOL random oracle) H: {0, �}*−→ {0, 
�}n is given. Using this basic strategy, we obtain the 
following results, which are summarized in Table 1:

-  Local vs. universal. We point out that in the lit-
erature there are two different versions of indif-
ferentiability notions.

-  Analysis of counter-based MGFs. We obtain two 

impossibility results for the counter-based 
MGF�. The first result says that MGF� cannot be 
proven to be indifferentiable from the ideal MGF 
in the sense that there exist no natural simula-
tors. The second result says that MGF� itself 
cannot be proven to be insecure in the sense that 
there exists no strong adversary.

-  Analysis of chained MGFs. We analyze the secu-
rity of the Double-Pipeline Iteration Mode 
specified in NIST SP800-�08, which can be 
shown to be indifferentiable from an ideal MGF. 
We provide concrete security bounds for the 
Double-Pipeline Iteration Mode. Unlike the case 
of domain extension, the security of this scheme 
degrades only linearly with the number of oracle 
queries*�.

1.3 Organization
Section 2 defines our notation and provides other 

preliminaries. Section 3 reviews the notion of indif-
ferentiability, identifies a class of natural simulators, 
and defines an MGF. Section 4 defines the counter-
based MGF and analyzes its security. Section 5 
defines the Double-Pipeline Iteration Mode and ana-
lyzes its security. Section 6 concludes with a brief 
summary and some concluding remarks about future 
work.

2.   Preliminaries

2.1   Basic notation
{0, �}m denotes the set of bit strings whose length 

is equal to m > 0. {0, �}0 denotes the set consisting of 
only the null string ε. {0, �}* denotes the set of finite 
bit strings.

|x| denotes the bit length of a string x ∈{0, �}*.
[x]m represents the leftmost m bits of a string  

*� In the case of domain extension, a collision in the chaining values 
immediately leads to insecurity, which implies that the degrada-
tion is quadratic in query complexity.

Definition of indifferentiability

Note: By “cannot be proven”, we mean that it is impossible to prove that the
construction is secure. We prove impossibility rather than give an attack;
we do not mean that the construction is insecure.

Local (∀A   S, Maurer et al. [5])

Universal (   S ∀A, Coron et al. [4])

Counter-based MGF

Secure [Theorem 1]

Cannot be proven [Theorem 2]

Chained MGF

Construction

Secure [Theorem 3]

Secure [Theorem 3]

Table 1.   Summary of our results.
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x ∈{0, �}*. [x]m represents the rightmost m bits.
Given two strings x and y, we let x||y be the concat-

enation of x and y.
m indicates the smallest integer greater than or 

equal to an integer m. 
We write N for the set of positive integers and write 
Z≥0 for the set of nonnegative integers.

By writing x ∈U X, we mean that x is an element 
chosen uniformly at random from the set X.

2.2   Security parameters and length encoding 
A security parameter is a positive integer κ ∈N. It 

is customary to write �κ ∈{0, �}* instead of κ ∈N to 
emphasize the fact that κ is a security parameter. 
Whenever possible, we omit the security parameter κ 
and make it implicit in our statements.

2.3   Oracle machines
Throughout the paper, the computation model is 

fixed. Specifically, we regard any probabilistic algo-
rithm as a (probabilistic) Turing machine. We con-
sider an oracle machine, which is a Turing machine 
given access to an oracle. Interaction with an oracle is 
done via the machine’s communication tape, and a 
reply from an oracle is given immediately, i.e., the 
time for interaction is � (unit time) irrespective of the 
query length, the reply length, and the oracle’s behav-
ior. Note, however, that the machine consumes the 
time taken to write its query onto the communication 
tape. Moreover, if the machine wants to read partially 
or wholly the reply written on the tape, the corre-
sponding amount of time is consumed.

We write A  to indicate the fact that a Turing 
machine A interacts with an oracle . We also let A  
denote the output value returned by A after its interac-
tion with . We can always replace  with any other 
machine B that has a compatible interface, in which 
case we write AB. We write A �, 2, ... when A has access 
to multiple oracles.

2.4   Modes and distinguishers
A mode is a deterministic algorithm M that takes as 

its input a security parameter �κ and a finite string 
x ∈X, where domain X is a subset of {0, �}*, and 
computes as its output a finite string y ∈{0, �}*. A 
mode M has access to an oracle , and the interface 
between M and  depends on the security parameter 
κ. In other words, we can consider a family of oracles 
{ κ}κ, from among which an appropriate oracle is 
chosen by M according to the value κ. Succinctly, we 
can write y ← M κ(�κ, x). Obviously, the algorithm 
M  may not be deterministic if  is not, even though 

the mode M itself must be deterministic.
A distinguisher is a probabilistic algorithm D that 

takes as its input a security parameter �κ and outputs 
a bit b ∈{0, �}. A distinguisher D is given access to 
multiple oracles, and one of them is frequently mode 
M. In such a setting, we say that “the distinguisher D 
attacks the mode M.” Succinctly written, b ← 
DM κ (�κ, -), ...(�κ). Note that the same security param-
eter κ is used for both D and M.

2.5   Time and query complexities
Generally speaking, we may want to restrict the 

capacity of an oracle machine in terms of its time 
complexity and query complexity. In the present 
work, however, we treat only query complexity 
because an oracle machine’s running time is irrele-
vant to the context of our security analysis*2. The 
query complexity is measured in terms of two quanti-
ties qA and lA for a given oracle machine A, where qA 
represents the limit on the total number of queries that 
machine A can send to its oracles and lA represents the 
limit on the maximum length of each query or reply.

A construction F is said to be tractable if its bounds 
qF and lF are polynomials in the following three vari-
ables: security parameter κ, input length |x|, and out-
put length |y|. A distinguisher D is said to be efficient 
if its bounds qD and lD are polynomials in the security 
parameter κ. A simulator S is said to be efficient if its 
bounds qS and lS, as well as the size |σ'| of updated 
state σ', are polynomials in the following four vari-
ables: security parameter κ, input state length |σ|, 
input length |x|, and output length |y|.

3.   Indifferentiability framework and 
security of the MGF

In this section, we revisit the notion of indifferen-
tiability. There are two points that we would like to 
clarify: (�) the definition of a simulator and (2) the 
order of quantifiers with respect to the simulator. 
Now, we define the security of the MGF.

3.1   Simulator division and connector extraction
In order to define indifferentiability, we need to 

introduce a simulator. A simulator S is a probabilistic 
algorithm that takes as its input a security parameter 
�κ, current state information σ ∈Σ (where the set Σ of 
state information is a subset of {0, �}*), and an input 
value x ∈X (where the domain X is a subset of {0, �}*) 

*2 In our analysis, the source of randomness always involves ran-
dom oracles, and we never deal with computational assumptions.
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and computes as its output a pair of updated state 
information σ'∈Σ and a finite string y ∈{0, �}*. For 
convenience, we assume that the empty string ε is in 
the set Σ. Simulator S is always an oracle machine 
having access to some oracle M. Succinctly, we can 
write

(σ', y) ← SM(�κ, σ, x).

S’s goal is to mimic some oracle κ : X −→ {0, �}* 
that is expected to return y ∈{0, �}* in response to the 
query x ∈X.

We introduce a connector C, which is a dummy 
functionality whose purpose is merely to connect 
simulator S to an oracle machine D. A connector C is 
a stateful machine; that is, it has an internal memory 
that can store current state information σ ∈Σ. The 
state σ is initially set to the empty string ε. Connector 
C works as follows. Upon receiving an oracle query  
x ∈X from distinguisher D, connector C forwards (σ, 
x) to simulator S and lets S compute (σ', y) ← SM(�κ, 
σ, x). Connector C receives the output (σ', y) from S, 
updates its own state information from σ to σ', and 
returns the value y to D.

Consider a distinguisher D κ interacting with an 
oracle κ : X −→ {0, �}*. We can replace the oracle κ 
with the machine CS and hence obtain DCS. Since the 
connector C does nothing but provide a trivial inter-
face, we write (with abuse of notation) DS instead of 
DCS.

3.2    Definition of indifferentiability: local vs. uni-
versal

There are two different versions of the indifferen-
tiability notion. The setting for the notion of indif-
ferentiability is as follows. Let D be an adversary. D’s 
goal is to distinguish between the real world and the 
ideal world. In either world, D has access to two 
oracles. In the real world, we define efficient con-
struction F having access to oracle φ to be indifferen-
tiable from oracle Φ as follows. Consider a polyno-
mial-time simulator S having access to oracle Φ and 
trying to simulate φ. Simulator S has complete knowl-
edge of F. Consider a polynomial-time adversary D 
that has access to two oracles and is expected to out-
put a bit at the end of each game execution. D has 
complete knowledge of not only F but also S. The 
notion of indifferentiability for F (together with S and 
D) is given by the following two different games: in 
the real game, D is given access to two oracles F and 
φ, while in the ideal game, D is given access to two 
oracles φ and S. We define the advantage  (D) 

of adversary D as

  (D) = | Pr [DFΦ, Φ = �] – Pr [DΦ, SΦ

 = �] |,

where the probability is taken over the coin tosses φ 
and Φ.

Definition 1 (Local: Maurer et al. [5]). Let F be an 
efficient construction. We say that F is indifferentiable 
from the random oracle (in the sense of Maurer et 
al.’s definition) if for any polynomial-time adversary 
D there exists an efficient simulator S and a negligible 
function ∋(κ) such that the inequality  (D) <_ ∋ holds.

Definition 2 (Universal: Coron et al. [4]). Let F be 
an efficient construction. We say that F is indifferen-
tiable from the random oracle (in the sense of Coron 
et al.’s definition) if there exists an efficient simulator 
S such that for any polynomial-time adversary D 
there exists a negligible function ∋(κ) satisfying the 
inequality  (D) <_ ∋.

To avoid confusion, we give specific names to these 
two notions: we say that an efficient construction F is 
locally indifferentiable if it is indifferentiable in the 
former sense and universally indifferentiable if it is 
indifferentiable in the latter sense. Clearly, universal 
indifferentiability implies local indifferentiability.

Remark 1. It seems that the two definitions arise 
from the difference in purpose. The main purpose of 
the former definition is to discuss security under the 
system compositions, and the definition indeed gives 
a necessary and sufficient condition for composabil-
ity. On the other hand, the purpose of the latter is to 
measure how good a construction is, because the exis-
tence of a universal simulator shows that it is indeed 
a good construction, with the simulator being the 
inverse construction.

Remark 2. We emphasize that adversaries D and 
simulators S are merely algorithms (Turing ma- 
chines). Hence, a simulator S is not allowed to 
observe the queries/replies made in the interaction 
between D and Φ*3. Moreover, note that D is not 
allowed to observe the running time of oracles with 
which it interacts because any oracle interaction takes 
exactly unit time.

*3 In fact, when D is interacting with the Φ -oracle, simulator S is 
not even invoked.
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3.3   Definition of MGF functionality/security
To formalize the functionality of MGFs, we define 

MGFs and their corresponding random oracle (i.e., 
ideal MGF function), and we define hash functions 
and their corresponding random oracle (i.e., ideal 
hash function).

We start by giving a definition of an MGF. Intui-
tively, an MGF is defined as a concrete function that 
takes as its input a seed x together with the requested 
length l and returns a string of l bits. An ideal MGF is 
simply a monolithic random function having such an 
interface.

Definition 3 (MGF). An MGF is a VIL-VOL function 
F: {0, �}* × {�}*−→ {0, �}* satisfying the following 
two properties:
1. Length: For all x ∈{0, �}*X and l ∈Z≥0, we have

|F (x, �l) | = l.

2. Prefix: For all l; l’ ∈Z≥0 such that l ≤ l’, we have

F (x, �l) = [F (x, �l')]l .

The MGF random oracle  is a function chosen 
uniformly at random from the set of MGFs.

The notion of MGFs corresponds to the original 
definition of VIL/VOL random oracles by Bellare 
and Rogaway [6]; an MGF specifies the length of 
outputs. The notion of MGFs is also compatible with 
the interface of the MGF�, which has been widely 
standardized [�3], [�7]–[�9].

Below, we give one of several possible definitions 
of a hash function.

Definition 4 (Hash function). A hash function is a 
VIL/FOL function H: {0, �}*−→ {0, �}n, where  
n ∈N.

The random oracle  is a function chosen uni-
formly at random from the set of hash functions with 
n-bit outputs.

We say that efficient construction F of an MGF 
using random oracle φ =  is secure if it is indif-
ferentiable from MGF random oracle Φ = .

4.   Analysis of counter-based MGFs

First, we define the counter-based MGF F. Then, 
we show that F cannot be proven to be indifferentia-
ble from  in the sense that there exists no unaf-

fected simulator. On the other hand, we also show 
that F cannot be proven to be insecure in the sense 
that there exists no unaffected adversary.

4.1   Description of the counter-based MGF
The counter-based MGF F: {0, �}* × N −→ {0, �}* 

uses a hash function H: {0, �}* −→ {0, �}n. Here, the 
output length n is a polynomial function of the secu-
rity parameter κ. The description of F is as follows:
�. Receive an input (x; l) ∈{0, �}*× N.
2. Set t = l/n and r = l–n(t – �).
3. Compute yi = H(x||〈i〉α(κ)) for i = 0, …, t – �.
4. Output F(x, l) = y0|| ··· ||yt – 2||[yt – �]r.

In the above, 〈i〉α(κ) denotes an α(κ)-bit representa-
tion of integer i, where α(κ) is a polynomial in κ. The 
counter-based MGF is illustrated in Fig. 1.

4.2    Proof that the counter-based MGF is locally 
indifferentiable

We prove that the counter-based MGF M defined 
above is locally indifferentiable. Intuitively, the proof 
goes as follows. Given an efficient distinguisher D, 
there exist polynomials qD(κ) and lD(κ). Using these 
polynomials, we can construct an efficient simulator 
S that sets the advantage of D to zero.
Theorem 1. The counter-based MGF M is locally 
indifferentiable from an ideal MGF M.
Proof. Let D be an efficient distinguisher attacking 
the counter-based MGF F. We show that there exists 
an efficient simulator S that makes the advantage 
function of D equal to 0.

Let qD(κ) and lD(κ) be polynomial functions 
restricting the capacity of D. Using these polynomi-
als, we construct a simulator SΦ(�κ, σ, x) as follows.
�.  Receive an -query X ∈{0, �}* from adversary 

D.
2.  If (X, Y ) is already in state σ, then return (σ, Y ) to 

adversary D.
3.  If X = x||〈i〉α(κ) and i · n(κ) ≤ lD(κ), then compute Y 

= [Φ (x,(i+�) · n(κ))]n(κ) by asking Φ oracle and 
obtain updated state σ' by adding (X, Y ) to σ and 
return (σ', Y) to adversary D.

Fig. 1.   Description of the counter-based MGF.
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4.  If X = x||〈i〉α(κ) and i · n(κ) > lD(κ), then choose a 
random string Y ∈U {0, �}n(κ) and obtain updated 
state σ' by adding (X, Y ) to σ and return (σ', Y ) to 
adversary D.

We see that S is an efficient simulator because we 
have tS = O(qDlD), qS = qD, and lS = lD + n. We also 
observe that S perfectly mimics the oracle  in a 
way consistent with the oracle  (up to length lD). 
Hence, we can set ∋(κ) = 0.

4.3    Proof that the counter-based MGF is not uni-
versally indifferentiable

Now we prove that the counter-based MGF F is not 
universally indifferentiable from an ideal MGF Φ. 
Intuitively, we argue that any single simulator S will 
fail when a distinguisher D starts by raising a query 
x||〈i〉α(κ) for some huge i. In such a case, S is forced to 
decide whether or not to send a query (x, n(i + �) to 
its Φ oracle. If the value i is within the resource 
bounds of D, then S should certainly send such a 
query (and return the consistent value). On the other 
hand, if i is beyond the resource bounds of D, then S 
should simply ignore making such a query (and 
return a random string). However, S cannot make 
such a decision intelligently because it is not allowed 
to have any information about D.

Theorem 2. The counter-based MGF F is not univer-
sally indifferentiable from an ideal MGF Φ.

Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists a 
single simulator S that works against any efficient 
distinguisher. We show that this leads to a contradic-
tion.

Let κ be the security parameter. Throughout the 
proof, we set the seed x to be a one-bit string “0,” i.e., 
x = 0.

First, we define two types of events, Queryi and 
Replyi, for i ∈Z≥0. Every distinguisher that we con-
struct in the current proof sends a query of the form 
x||〈i〉α(κ), for some i ∈Z≥0, to its H oracle at the begin-
ning of each game execution. Let Queryi denote this 
event. After the event Queryi, the simulator S is given 
a pair (ε, x||〈i〉α(κ)) (ε being the null state) and is 
required to return updated state σ' and a string y ∈{0, 
�}n(κ). Let Replyi denote this event, i.e., the event that 
(σ', y) ← SΦ(�κ, ε, x||〈i〉α(κ)) is computed and returned 
to the intermediary I.

Next, we define probabilities pi(κ) for i ∈Z≥0. Let 
Tunei denote the event, which occurs between Queryi 
and Replyi, of simulator S sending a query (x, �l) to 

its Φ oracle for some l ≥ n(κ) · i + �. Put pi(κ)= 
Pr[Tunei]. Since we fix the seed x, the probability 
pi(κ) is well-defined for each pair of an integer i ∈Z≥0 
and a security parameter κ ∈N. Note that the proba-
bility pi(κ) does not depend on the description of 
distinguishers and is defined over the coins of S and 
Φ (S may send some other queries to its Φ oracle in 
the interval).

We define a function j: N −→ Z≥0 ∪ {∞} as follows. 
For security parameter κ ∈N, let j(κ) be the smallest 
index i such that pi(κ) ≤ �/3 (This fraction can be any 
constant strictly larger than 0 and strictly smaller than 
�/2). If no such index exists, then we define j(κ) as the 
special symbol ∞, which is defined to be larger than 
any i ∈Z≥0. Again, note that j is determined as soon 
as we fix the simulator S; the description of j is inde-
pendent of distinguishers.

We show that j cannot be bounded by a polynomial 
function. Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists 
some polynomial function f (κ) and an integer N� ∈N 
such that for all security parameters κ > N� the 
inequality j(κ) < f (κ) holds. If such a polynomial 
function f exists, then it implies that there also exists 
a distinguisher  (�κ) as follows.
�. Choose a random index i ∈U {0, � ..., f (κ) – �},
2.  Send a query x||〈i〉α(κ) to its S oracle and receive a 

string y ∈{0, �}n(κ),
3.  Send a query (x, �n(κ) · (i + �)) to its Φ oracle and 

receive a string y ∈{0, �}*,
4. y' ← [y]n(κ),
5. If y = y', return �; otherwise, return 0.

Observe that the distinguisher Df makes exactly 
two queries, each being at most n(κ) · f(κ) bits. There-
fore, Df is an efficient distinguisher.

We show that this is in direct contradiction to the 
requirement that the success probability of the distin-
guisher Df be negligible. To see this, let us compute 
the advantage Advmgf(Df (�κ)) for sufficiently large 
security parameters κ > N�. If Df interacts with the 
pair (F, φn(κ)), we can easily verify that Df outputs � 
with probability �. On the other hand, if Df interacts 
with the pair (Φ, S), we claim that the probability of 
Df (�κ) returning � is at most � – f(κ)–� · (2/3 – 2–n(κ)). 
To see this, let One denote the event  = � and Hit 
denote the event i = j(κ) in line � of the description of 
distinguisher (�κ). We have

Pr[One] = Pr[Hit ∧ One ] + Pr[Hit ∧ One]
= Pr[Hit] · Pr[One | Hit] + Pr[Hit] · Pr[One | Hit]

≤ �
f(κ)

 · Pr[One | Hit ] + f(κ) – �
f(κ)

 · �,
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and we also have

Pr[One | Hit ] = Pr[Tunei ∧ One | Hit] + Pr[Tunei ∧ One | Hit]
= Pr[Tunei | Hit] · Pr[One | Hit ∧ Tunei]

+Pr[Tunei | Hit] · Pr[One | Hit ∧ Tunei]

≤ �
3

 · � + �· 
�

2n(κ)  ,

where the variable i denotes the value selected in line 
� of the description of the distinguisher (�κ). 
Hence, we get

Pr[ =�]  ≤ 
�

f(κ)
 ( �

3   + 
�

2n(κ) ) +  
f(κ) – �

f(κ)
 = � –  

�
f(κ)

 ( 2
3   – 

�
2n(κ) ),

and we also get

 (Df (�κ)) ≥� – � + 
�

f(κ)
 ( 2

3
  – 

�
2n(κ) ) =  

�
f(κ)

 ( 2
3

  – 
�

2n(κ) ) ≥ 
�

6f(κ)
,

which is clearly not a negligible function.
Thus, we have shown that function j(κ) is not 

bounded by any polynomial function. We show that 
this also leads to a contradiction, creating another 
type of distinguisher. 

To construct the distinguisher, we first identify a 
polynomial g(κ) as follows. Consider an initial query 
x||〈i〉α(κ). This leads to an input (�κ, σ, x||〈i〉α(κ)) to the 
simulator S, where σ = ε and x = 0. Hence, the length 
of such an input is κ + 0 + � + α(κ), which is a poly-
nomial in κ. Since the bound lS is a polynomial in the 
input length, we can regard lS as a polynomial in κ, 
which we define as g(κ) = lS (κ +� + α(κ)). Now that 
we have identified a polynomial function g(κ), we 
construct the distinguisher (�κ) as follows.
�. i ← min (g(κ) +�, 2α(κ) – �)
2.  Send a query x||〈i〉α(κ) to its S oracle and discard 

whatever is received,
3. Return �.

Next, we find a security parameter κ� for which 
running Dg with S leads to a contradiction. Observe 
that there exists some integer N0 ∈ N such that for all 
κ > N0, the inequality g(κ) + � < 2 α(κ) – � holds 
because the left-hand side is a polynomial in κ where-
as the right-hand side is an exponential function of κ. 
Now recall that j(κ) is not bounded by any polyno-
mial function, which implies that there exists some 
integer κ� > N0 such that g(κ�) + � <j(κ�). Here, it is 
important to note that we have Pg(κ�) + � (κ�) > �/3 
from the definition of j.

Finally, by setting the security parameter κ to κ�, 

we find a contradiction in the simulator’s bound lS 
when running Dg. The distinguisher Dg sends its S 
oracle a query x||〈g(κ�) + �〉α(κ�), which forces S with 
probability of more than �/3 to send a query (x, l) to 
its Φ oracle for some l ≥ n(κ�) · (g(κ�) + �). Then, we 
have

g(κ�) = lS (κ� + � + α(κ�)) ≥ l ≥ n(κ�) · (g(κ�) + �),

which is a contradiction.

5.   Analysis of chained MGFs

Our results for the counter-based MGF raise the 
question of whether there exists an MGF construction 
that can be proven to be universally indifferentiable 
from an ideal MGF. In this section, we present one 
such construction: the chained MGF. As an example 
of the chained MGF, we describe the Double-Pipeline 
Iteration Mode specified in NIST SP800-�08 [20]. 
We then prove that the Double-Pipeline Iteration 
Mode is universally indifferentiable from an ideal 
MGF.

5.1    Description of the Double-Pipeline Iteration 
Mode

The Double-Pipeline Iteration Mode specified in 
NIST SP800-�08 [20] F: {0, �}* × N −→ {0, �}* uses 
a hash function H: {0, �}* −→ {0, �}n. Here, the out-
put length n = n(κ) is a polynomial function of the 
security parameter κ such that the inequality n(κ) > κ 
holds for all κ ∈ N. The description of F is as fol-
lows:
�. Receive an input (x, l) ∈{0, �}* × N.
2. Set t = l/n, r = l–n(t – �) and υ0 = x ∈{0, �}*.
3.  Compute υi = H(υi – �) and yi = H(υi ||〈i〉α(κ)||x) for  

i = �, …, t.
4. Output F(x, l) = y� || ··· ||yt – �||[yt ]r.

In the above, 〈i〉α(κ) denotes an α(κ)-bit representation 
of integer i, where α(κ) is a polynomial in κ. The 
Double-Pipeline Iteration Mode is illustrated in 
Fig. 2.

Since the resource bound of the Double-Pipeline 
Iteration Mode F is O(|x|l) and the output length is 
O(l), the Double-Pipeline Iteration Mode F is effi-
cient.

5.2    Proof that the Double-Pipeline Iteration 
Mode is universally indifferentiable

The Double-Pipeline Iteration Mode F is indiffer-
entiable from MGF random oracle mgf.
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Theorem 3. The Double-Pipeline Iteration Mode 
 is universally indifferentiable from oracle mgf 

in the sense that there exists a universal simulator S 
having bounds tS = , qS = qD, lS = qDn, and ∋ = 
qD/2n.
Proof. We construct a simulator S that has access to 
oracle mgf and that tries to simulate oracle . S 
works as follows:
�.  Receive an -query X ∈{0, �}* from adversary 

D.
2.  If the query X ∈{0, �}* is stored, return the stored 

answer to adversary D.
3.  If X = x, return a random string υ� ∈U {0, �}n to D 

and store (v0 = x, v�, �, “chained”).
4.  If X = vi and (vi-�, vi, i, “chained”) is stored, return 

a random string vi+� ∈U {0, �}m to D and store (vi, 
vi+�, i + �; “chained”).

5.  If X= υi ||〈i〉α(κ)||x and (vi-�, vi, i; “chained”) is 
stored, return yi = [ mgf (x, i · n)]n ∈{0, �}n to D 
and store ((vi, i, x), yi, i, “chained”).

6.  Otherwise, return a random string Y ∈U {0, �}n to 
D and store (X, Y, “junk”).

Now we argue that simulator S is a polynomial-time 
adversary. To see this, let tD, qD, lD be polynomial 
functions such that D(κ) ∈ D(tD, qD, lD). Since S 
makes mgf-oracle queries only if distinguisher D 
makes a chained query, the number of queries sent by 
S to mgf-oracle is at most qD, and each query is of 
length at most qDn bits. Hence, we have qS = qD, lS = 
qDn. S needs to search at most qD stored queries at 
most qD times. Hence, we have tS = .

S perfectly simulates oracle  in a way consis-
tent with the construction F except in the case that 
distinguisher D asks X = υi ||〈i〉α(κ)||x with the correct 
vi before asking X = vi-�. Hence, we have ∋(κ) = 
qD/2n.

However, the Double-Pipeline Iteration Mode out-
puts n/2n bits per hash function computation, so it is 
less efficient than a counter-based MGF, which out-

puts n bits per hash function computation.

6.   Conclusion

We have shown that the counter-based MGF cannot 
be proven to be naturally indifferentiable from the 
ideal MGF. As a solution to this problem, we have 
shown that a chained MGF is proven to be indifferen-
tiable from the ideal MGF. However, the chained 
MGF is less efficient than the counter-based MGF 
because it outputs fewer bits per invocation and oper-
ates in a non-parallelizable manner. It might be worth 
performing a more detailed study of this security/per-
formance tradeoff because the current work opens up 
other possibilities for new MGF constructions that 
are indifferentiable from the ideal MGF and at the 
same time more efficient (or more secure) than the 
chained MGF.
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1.   Introduction

A patent is a right granted by a government that 
confers upon the creator of an invention the sole right 
to make, use, and sell that invention for a set period 
of time [�]. The right’s owner may assert this right 
against anyone exercising the technologies without 
the owner’s license. Therefore, the concept of patent 
right confronts that of standards, which mean tech-
nologies published and available to anyone since if a 
standard includes patents that are essential for its 
implementation and the patent owner asserts his or 
her rights, the standard will not be publically avail-
able.

To avoid this contradictory situation, if the owner 
declares in writing (called a patent declaration) to 
license essential patents for implementing a Standard 
according to the procedures in the “Guidelines for 
Implementation of the Common Patent Policy for 
ITU-T/ITU-R/ISO/IEC”, then such a standard will be 
approved and published formally by a standards 
developing organization (SDO) such as ITU-T (Inter-
national Telecommunication Union, Telecommuni-
cation Standardization Sector), ITU-R (International 

Telecommunication Union, Radiocommunication 
Sector), ISO (International Organization for Stan-
dardization), or IEC (International Electrotechnical 
Commission).

2.   Basic concept of patent declaration

The form of patent declaration specified in the 
Guidelines shall be made by the owner of the patents 
and submitted to the bureau of the SDO pursuant to 
the procedures in the Guidelines. The contents in the 
form are as follows.
(�)  The name of the owner and the address of the 

department to contact for a license
(2)  The name and the formal number of the specifi-

cation of a Standard to which the declared pat-
ents refers.

(3)  The license policy of the patents. It shall be 
selected as one among the three options below:

(i)  Granting a free-of-charge license on a non-
discriminatory basis and under reasonable 
terms: Option �.

(ii)  Granting a license on a non-discriminatory 
basis and under reasonable terms: Option 2.

Global Standardization Activities

Revision of the Common Patent 
Guidelines for ITU/ISO/IEC
Isamu Yoshimatsu

Abstract
The “Guidelines for Implementation of the Common Patent Policy for ITU-T/ITU-R/ISO/IEC” were 

revised by a working group in ITU and published through the web pages of the organizations after their 
approval (ITU-T: International Telecommunication Union, Telecommunication Standardization Sector; 
ITU-R: International Telecommunication Union, Radiocommunication Sector; ISO: International Orga-
nization for Standardization; IEC: International Electrotechnical Commission). The revised guidelines 
clarified the following two points.
(�)  The submitted patent declaration form shall be irrevocable and only superseded by another form 

containing a more favorable licensing commitment from an implementer’s perspective.
(2)  The owner of the declared patents shall make reasonable efforts to notify an assignee or transferee 

of the existence of such a license undertaking if the owner assigns or transfers them. In addition, if 
the owner specifically identified patents in the declaration, the owner shall have the assignee or 
transferee agree to be bound by the same licensing commitment.
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(iii)  Unwilling to grant a license in accordance 
with the provisions of either (i) or (ii) above: 
Option 3.

(4)  Information about the patents such as applica-
tion number, the titles of the patents, etc.

The revised Guidelines make clear that the owner 
might classify different claims of the patents as dif-
ferent options on the declaration form. All of the 
items of information regarding the patent declaration 
above may be found on the web pages of the SDOs 
concerned [2].

 
3.   Submission of the patent declaration form

The Chairman of the working group in which draft 
specifications of a Standard are developed will ask, if 
appropriate, whether anyone has knowledge of essen-
tial patents and will request anyone who believes that 
they hold essential patents to submit the patent decla-
ration form. If a form with Option 3 selected is sub-
mitted, the draft will be changed in order not to 
include such patents; otherwise, it would be neces-
sary to give up development activities for making the 
Standard.

Someone who finds or knows of essential patents 
owned by another person or persons may also submit 
the form after filling in the information for them. If a 
member of the working group finds someone who 
seems to have essential patents, he or she reports the 
name and address of the patent owner to the SDO’s 
bureau. The bureau requests the owner to submit the 
patent declaration if the owner recognizes that the 
patents are essential for implementing the Standard. 

If the owner of essential patents submits a patent 
declaration form with Option 3 selected, the owner 
might in future file a patent infringement lawsuit 
against the implementer of the Standard. Therefore, it 
is necessary to continuously watch whether or not 
Option 3 is selected in patent declarations. It is also 
necessary to investigate carefully whether patents are 
essential or not since the decision for essentiality 
depends on the patent owner’s judgment.

It is dangerous to believe that there are no problems 
concerning patents related to a Standard merely 
because the Standard’s specifications have already 
been approved and published by an SDO. We need to 
recognize that a Standard may become unimple-
mentable in order to avoid patent infringement even 
after it has already been published and spread 
throughout the world.

4.   Retraction or resubmission of 
a patent declaration

In the revised Guidelines, a submitted patent decla-
ration form is irrevocable and only superseded by 
another form containing a more favorable licensing 
commitment from an implementer’s perspective such 
as follows.
(�)  a change in commitment from Option 2 to 

Option � or
(2)  a change in commitment from Option 3 to either 

Option � or Option 2
The revised Guidelines also make clear that a form 

containing no patent information shall mean that the 
licensing policy applies to any essential patents even 
if they are found after the form’s submission. If the 
form’s submitter does not provide any patent infor-
mation, such as the patent’s application number, in 
the form in order to submit it as soon as possible, the 
submitter must consider carefully whether the sub-
mitter can accept that the licensing commitment in 
the form shall apply to any essential patents that 
might be granted in the future.

5.   Assignment or transfer of declared patents

If the essential patents declared in the form are 
assigned or transferred, whether or not the license 
commitment is also assigned or transferred, the 
revised Guidelines make clear that the owner shall 
make reasonable efforts to notify such an assignee or 
transferee of the existence of such a license undertak-
ing when the owner assigns or transfers its declared 
patents. In addition, if the owner specifically identi-
fied patents, the owner shall have the assignee or 
transferee agree to be bound by the same licensing 
commitment as the owner for the same patent.

The patent declaration shall not be understood as a 
legal agreement. Therefore, if the assignee or trans-
feree refuses the license offer from implementers or 
asserts that they are patent infringers with disregard 
to the patent declaration of the former owner, such an 
assignee or transferee is not assumed to be violating 
a licensing commitment in the patent declaration 
form.

However, in a courtroom trial, such an assertion 
may be assumed to breach the trust of implementers 
who believed that they would be able to obtain a pat-
ent license according to the patent declaration. In one 
such case, a favorable judgment was passed on the 
defendant who implemented the Standard [3]. Once 
the revised Guidelines are adopted, they may lead to 
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favorable judgments for defendants since assignee or 
transferees should be bound by the same licensing 
commitment according to the procedures in the 
Guidelines.

6.   Conclusion

Standards and patents have different purposes, but 
following the procedures in the Guidelines, including 
patent declaration form submission, should enable 
one to avoid being sued for patent infringement. Fol-
lowing the revision of the Guidelines, I expect that 
there will be requests to make clearer the definition of 
reasonable terms, give specific examples, and also 

make clearer that the application of injunction relief 
shall be restricted to patents declared as essential 
patents. I hope to continue to be involved in efforts to 
revise the Guidelines from the viewpoint of both pat-
ent holders who are licensors and implementers who 
are licensees in order that all terms and conditions for 
a license can be agreed easily.
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1.   Overview

At NTT Communication Science Laboratories 
(NTT CS Labs), we are studying aspects of both 
human science and information science in order to 
devise communication technologies based on a deep-
er understanding of humans and information. In stud-
ies relating to future communication environments, 
intelligent computing, and the quality of human life, 
all of our researchers are continuously promoting the 
creation of innovative technologies that will revolu-
tionize telecommunications. The labs are located in 
Kansai Science City (Seika-cho, Kyoto) and Atsugi 
City, Kanagawa. 

NTT Communication Science Laboratories Open 
House has been held annually with the aim of intro-
ducing the results of the labs’ basic research and 
innovative leading-edge research to not only NTT 
Group employees but also visitors from companies, 
universities, and research facilities engaged in 
research and development, business, and education. 
This year, the event was held at NTT Keihanna Build-
ing (Photo 1) in Kansai on the afternoon of June 7 
and all day on June 8, 20�2; there were �070 visitors. 
This article reports on the event’s research talks and 
exhibits.

2.   Keynote speech

The open house started with a speech by the Direc-

tor of NTT CS Labs, Naonori Ueda, entitled, “Com-
munication science for big data era” (Photo 2). 

In recent years, social media have been widely 
used, and information terminals have become highly 
compact and more advanced. These developments 
have accelerated the information explosion on the 
Internet more than ever. We are approaching the big 
data era, when telecommunication systems and ser-
vices will deeply analyze a wide variety of data and 
provide the analysis results to systems in the real 
world, which will in turn lead to highly efficient 

Report on NTT Communication Science 
Laboratories Open House 2012

Abstract
Open House 20�2 was held at NTT Communication Science Laboratories in Keihanna Science City, 

Kyoto. Over �000 people visited the facility on June 7 and 8 to enjoy six lectures and twenty-six exhib-
its of the labs’ latest research efforts.

Kaname Kasahara, Seiichiro Tani, Keisuke Kinoshita, 
Ryoko Mugitani, and Takashi Hattori

Photo 1.   Event site (NTT Keihanna Building).

Information
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social systems. 
To create such systems and services, telecommuni-

cation technologies should be not only highly sophis-
ticated but also safe and secure for their users, which 
will lead to an enriched and relaxed information and 
communications technology (ICT) society. There-
fore, it is necessary to study communication science, 
which includes not only telecommunications but also 
human science and social science. Accordingly, Dr. 
Ueda introduced the social trends of big data, involv-
ing machine-learning technologies that are expected 
to analyze data powerfully, and the related research 
conducted at NTT CS Labs.

3.   Research talks

Four research talks were given, highlighting recent 
significant research results and high-profile research 
themes.

•  “Neuroscience of liking and wanting—Explor-
ing biological foundations of human emotion in 
animal behavior—” Naoyuki Hironaka, Human 
and Information Science Laboratory

•  “Preservation of digital contents—Standardiza-
tion activities and best practices for digital con-
tent preservation being discussed at ISO/IEC and 
other organizations—” Noboru Harada, Moriya 
Research Laboratory

•  “Random number generation from light—Fast 
physical random number generation using chaos 
in semiconductor lasers—” Kazuyuki Yoshimu-
ra, Media Information Science Laboratory

•  “Real world revealed through sensor networks—
Technologies for collecting, interpreting, and 
presenting information from massive and hetero-
geneous sensor nodes—” Yoshiyuki Suyama, 
Innovative Communication Laboratory

Each presentation introduced some of the latest 
research results, including some background and an 
overview of the research. All of the talks were very 
well received by the many participants.

In “Neuroscience of liking and wanting,” state-of-
the-art studies on the emotion of liking and wanting, 
based on the development of neuroscience in recent 
years, were introduced (Photo 3). In “Real world 
revealed through sensor networks,” the latest research 
developments derived from activities of the s-room 
Project were introduced from the viewpoint of col-
lecting, interpreting, and presenting data from sen-
sors (Photo 4).

4.   Research exhibits

The open house featured 26 exhibits displaying the 
latest research results. These were classified into 
three categories—information science, interface sci-
ence, and life science—from the viewpoint of how 
the results will influence our society of the future. 
Each exhibit had a booth and used techniques such as 
slides on a large-screen monitor or hands-on demon-
strations, with researchers explaining the latest results 
directly to visitors (Photo 5). The research exhibits 
are summarized below.

Photo 2.    Naonori Ueda, Director of CS Labs, giving the 
keynote speech.

Photo 3.   Research talk by Dr. Naoyuki Hironaka.
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Information science
•  Unmeasurable light produces common secrets

—Secret key distribution using correlated ran-
domness in lasers—

•  Computer guarantees ultimate security of cryp-
tosystems
—Security proof using formal methods—

• Does the law protect your privacy?
—Mathematical formulation of privacy and its 
applications to law—

• Adaptive learning from similar examples
—Robust semi-supervised learning and its appli-
cation to NLP—

• This is the essence of your data, isn’t it?
—Extracting hidden structure of data for deeper 
data mining—

• Quickly finding similar objects to a query
—Fast similarity search based on a neighbor-
hood-graph index—

• Live TV search
—Realtime media search using incremental fea-
ture database—

• Observing the noisy world
—Collective sensing, coding, and large devia-
tion properties—

•  Stereoscopic camera system for accurate color 
and shape reproduction
—Stereoscopic 6-band video system—

Interface science
•  Massive sensor networks collect data you want 

to know
—Dynamic configuration of sensor networks—

• Word order is critical for translation quality
—English <-> Japanese translation by Japanized 
English—

•  Dynamic displays provide more information 
about conversations
—Conversation space by physical representation 
of head motions—

• Toward media spaces that reminisce
—Reflecting on past activities on t-Room and its 
applications—

• Analyzing your singing style
—Singing style extraction based on singing 
voice F0 model—

• Who spoke when and what?
—Progress in scene analysis for multi-speaker 
conversation—

•  Clearly distinguishing your voice from ambient 
noise
—Speech enhancement using temporal, spatial, 
and spectral cues—

• Listening and understanding conversations
—Advanced techniques for spontaneous speech 
recognition—

• When sound alters vision
—Distortion of visual space and time by audio-
visual integration—

• Reaching now, looking later
—Implicit eye-hand coordination—

• Seeing materials from image cues
—Adaptive strategy of human visual system—

Life science
•  Why do children suddenly begin to learn words?

Photo 4.   Research talk by Dr. Yoshiyuki Suyama. Photo 5.   Research exhibits.
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—Unveiling the myth of vocabulary spurt by 
analyzing longitudinal data—

•  Appropriate words for children at particular 
ages
—Searching for appropriate contents for tod-
dlers—

• Speaking plays tricks on hearing
—Close link between articulation and speech 
perception—

• Rats can better themselves by observing others
—Neural basis of adaptive social behaviors—

•  Exploring brain mechanisms for selective listen-
ing
—Psychophysics, modeling, and functional 
brain measurements—

•  Tactile sensation categories based on mimetic 
words
—Tactile textures and their phonetic representa-
tions—

The exhibit “Dynamic displays provide more infor-
mation about conversations” demonstrated a remote 
video conference where the head movement of each 
member at the remote location was reconstructed as 
the movement of a display located at the person’s cor-
responding seat in the main location; the projected 
video of the remote person’s head and shoulders gave 
many visitors the vivid feel of a real communication 
environment, as if all the conference participants 
were in the main location (Photo 6). The exhibit 
entitled “Why do children suddenly begin to learn 
words?” showed the underlying mechanism of an 
infant’s vocabulary spurt onset, the phenomenon in 

which the child’s vocabulary-learning speed suddenly 
become faster at an age of �.5 years; the study was 
based on an analysis of personal longitudinal data, 
and many visitors showed great interest in this mech-
anism (Photo 7).

5.   Invited talk

This year’s event also featured an invited talk by 
Akihiro Kitada, Associate Professor of the University 
of Tokyo. He spoke on the topic of “Connection, the 
social, and the political: The mode of communication 

Photo 6.    Visitor experiencing a video conference with 
dynamically moving displays.

Photo 7.    Visitors watching research presentation on 
infant’s vocabulary spurt onset.

Photo 8.    Associate Professor Akihiro Kitada of the 
University of Tokyo giving an invited talk.
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and the sociality of the youth” (Photo 8). From the 
viewpoint of social science, he gave an explanation of 
analyzing the mode of young people’s communica-
tion while introducing movies about youth. Although 
it was a sophisticated presentation, the audience 
laughed and enjoyed the talk in a friendly mood.

6.   Concluding remarks

Just as last year, many visitors came to the NTT CS 
Labs open house and engaged in lively discussions on 

the research talks and exhibits and provided many 
valuable opinions about the presented results. In clos-
ing, we would like to offer our sincere thanks to all of 
the visitors and participants who attended this event.
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Conductive Polymer Combined Silk Fiber Bundle for Bio-
electrical Signal Recording

S. Tsukada, H. Nakashima, and K. Torimitsu
PloS ONE, Public Library of Science, Vol. 7, No. 4, p. e33689, 

20�2.
Electrode materials for recording biomedical signals, such as elec-

trocardiography (ECG), electroencephalography (EEG) and evoked 
potentials data, are expected to be soft, hydrophilic and electrocon-
ductive to minimize the stress imposed on living tissue, especially 
during long-term monitoring. We have developed and characterized 
string-shaped electrodes made from conductive polymer with silk 
fiber bundles (thread), which offer a new biocompatible stress-free 
interface with living tissue in both wet and dry conditions.

An electroconductive polyelectrolyte, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxy-
thiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT-PSS) was electrochemi-
cally combined with silk thread made from natural Bombyx mori. The 
polymer composite 280 µm thread exhibited a conductivity of 
0.00��7 S/cm (which corresponds to a DC resistance of 2.62 MΩ/
cm). The addition of glycerol to the PEDOT-PSS silk thread improved 
the conductivity to 0.�02 S/cm (20.6 kΩ/cm). The wettability of 
PEDOT-PSS was controlled with glycerol, which improved its dura-
bility in water and washing cycles. The glycerol-treated PEDOT-PSS 
silk thread showed a tensile strength of �000 cN in both wet and dry 
states. Without using any electrolytes, pastes or solutions, the thread 

directly collects electrical signals from living tissue and transmits 
them through metal cables. ECG, EEG, and sensory evoked potential 
(SEP) signals were recorded from experimental animals by using this 
thread placed on the skin. PEDOT-PSS silk glycerol composite 
thread offers a new class of biocompatible electrodes in the field of 
biomedical and health promotion that does not induce stress in the 
subjects.

  

Vapor Phase Polymerization of EDOT from Submicrometer 
Scale Oxidant Patterned by Dip-pen Nanolithography

C. D. O’Connell, M. J. Higgins, H. Nakashima, S. E. Moulton, and 
G. G. Wallace

Langmuir, American Chemical Society, Vol. 28, No. �, pp. 9953–
9960, 20�2.

Some of the most exciting recent advances in conducting polymer 
synthesis have centered around the method of vapor phase polymer-
ization (VPP) of thin films. However, it is not known whether the 
VPP process can proceed using significantly reduced volumes of 
oxidant and therefore be implemented as part of a nanolithography 
approach. Here, we present a strategy for submicrometer-scale pat-
terning of the conducting polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 
(PEDOT) via in situ VPP. Attolitre (�0-�8 L) volumes of oxidant “ink” 
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are controllably deposited using dip-pen nanolithography (DPN). 
DPN patterning of the oxidant ink is facilitated by the incorporation 
of an amphiphilic block copolymer thickener, an additive that also 
assists with stabilization of the oxidant. When exposed to EDOT 
monomer in a VPP chamber, each deposited feature localizes the 
synthesis of conducting PEDOT structures of several micrometers 
down to 250 nm in width. PEDOT patterns are characterized by 
atomic force microscopy (AFM), conductive AFM, two-probe elec-
trical measurement, and micro-Raman spectroscopy, evidencing in 
situ vapor phase synthesis of conducting polymer at a scale (pico-
gram) which is much smaller than that previously reported. Although 
the process of VPP on this scale was achieved, we highlight some of 
the challenges that need to be overcome to make this approach fea-
sible in an applied setting.

  

Security Enhancements by OR-Proof in Identity-Based 
Identification

A. Fujioka, T. Saito, and K. Xagawa
Applied Cryptography and Network Security, Lecture Notes in 

Computer Science, Vol. 734�, pp. �35–�52, 20�2.
We investigate three security enhancement transformations, based 

on the well-known OR-proof technique, in identity-based identifica-
tion (IBI) protocols and show a required condition of the underlying 
IBI protocols. The transformations can convert an IBI protocol, 
which satisfies a property similar to the Σ-protocol and is secure 
against impersonation under passive attacks, into one secure against 
impersonation under concurrent attacks in both adaptive and weak 
selective identity attack models. In addition, we argue that enhancing 
the security in the static identity attack model with two of the trans-
formations seems to be difficult; however, we prove that the third one 
can convert an IBI protocol, which satisfies another property, in the 
model.

  

Optimal entanglement manipulation via coherent-state 
transmission

K. Azuma and G. Kato
Phys. Rev. A, Vol. 85, No. 6, 060303(R), 20�2.
We derive an optimal bound for arbitrary entanglement manipula-

tion based on the transmission of a pulse in coherent states over a 
lossy channel followed by local operations and unlimited classical 
communication (LOCC). This stands on a theorem to reduce LOCC 
via a local unital qubit channel to local filtering. We also present an 
optimal protocol based on beam splitters and a quantum nondemoli-
tion (QND) measurement on photons. Even if we replace the QND 
measurement with photon detectors, the protocol can achieve near-
optimal performance, outperforming known entanglement genera-
tion schemes.

  

Sufficient Condition for Ephemeral Key-Leakage Resilient 
Tripartite Key Exchange

A. Fujioka, M. Manulis, K. Suzuki, and B. Ustaoǧlu
Proc. of the �7th Australasian Conference, ACISP 20�2, Wollon-

gong, NSW, Australia, 20�2.
Tripartite Key Exchange (3KE) represents today the only known 

class of group key exchange protocols in which computation of unau-
thenticated session keys requires only one round and proceeds with 
minimal computation and communication overhead. The first one-
round authenticated 3KE version that preserved the unique efficiency 

properties of the original protocol and strengthened its security 
towards resilience against leakage of ephemeral secrets was proposed 
recently by Manulis, Suzuki, and Ustaoǧlu.

In this work we explore sufficient conditions for building such 
protocols. We define a set of admissible polynomials and show how 
their construction generically implies 3KE protocols with the desired 
security and efficiency properties. Our result generalizes the previous 
3KE protocol and gives rise to many new authenticated construc-
tions, all of which enjoy forward secrecy and resilience to ephemeral 
key-leakage under the Gap Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption in 
the random oracle model.

  

Grammar Error Correction Using Pseudo-Error Sentences 
and Domain Adaptation

K. Imamura, K. Saito, K. Sadamitsu, and H. Nishikawa
Proc. of the 50th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computa-

tional Linguistics, pp. 388–392, Jeju, Korea, 20�2.
This paper presents grammar error correction for Japanese parti-

cles that uses discriminative sequence conversion, which corrects 
erroneous particles by substitution, insertion, and deletion. The error 
correction task is hindered by the difficulty of collecting large error 
corpora. We tackle this problem by using pseudoerror sentences gen-
erated automatically. Furthermore, we apply domain adaptation, the 
pseudo-error sentences are from the source domain, and the real-error 
sentences are from the target domain. Experiments show that stable 
improvement is achieved by using domain adaptation.

  

Meta-envy-free Cake-cutting and Pie-cutting Protocols
Y. Manabe and T. Okamoto
Journal of Information Processing, Vol. 20, No. 3, pp. 686–693, 

20�2.
This paper discusses cake-cutting protocols when the cake is a 

heterogeneous good, represented by an interval on the real line. We 
propose a new desirable property, the meta-envy-freeness of cake-
cutting, which has not been formally considered before. Meta-envy-
free means there is no envy in role assignments; that is, no party 
wants to exchange his/her role in the protocol with that of any other 
party. If there is envy in role assignments, the protocol cannot actu-
ally be executed because there is no settlement of which party plays 
which role in the protocol. A similar definition, envy-freeness, is 
widely discussed. Envy-free means that no player wants to exchange 
his/her part of the cake with that of any other player. Though envy-
freeness was considered to be one of the most important desirable 
properties, it does not prevent envy about role assignment in the pro-
tocols. We define meta-envy-freeness to formalize this kind of envy. 
We propose that simultaneously achieving meta-envy-freeness and 
envy-freeness is desirable in cake-cutting. We show that current 
envy-free cake-cutting protocols do not satisfy meta-envy-freeness. 
Formerly proposed properties such as strong envy-free, exact, and 
equitable do not directly consider this type of envy and these proper-
ties are very difficult to realize. This paper then shows cake-cutting 
protocols for two- and three-party cases that simultaneously achieve 
envy-freeness and meta-envy-freeness. Finally, we show meta-envy-
free pie-cutting protocols.

  

Low-complexity PARCOR coder designed for entropy cod-
ing of prediction residuals

Y. Kamamoto, T. Moriya, and N. Harada
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Acoust. Sci. & Tech. Vol. 33, No. 4, 20�2.
The low-complexity PARCOR quantization method, which is used 

for ITU-T G.7��.0 (lossless compression of G.7��), is described.

  

Laser Sharing between Transmitter and Receiver in Opti-
cal FDM-PON Access System Based on Optical Hetero-
dyne Detection

S. Narikawa and N. Sakurai
IEICE Trans. on Communications, Vol. J95-B, No. 7, pp. 800–808, 

20�2 (in Japanese).
A lot of recent research has been devoted to the wavelength divi-

sion multiplexing passive optical network (WDM-PON). We studied 
and evaluated a coherent FDM-PON access system which uses opti-
cal heterodyne detection for the receivers. Optical heterodyne detec-
tion can increase the PON branch number and enhance the transmis-
sion distance; however, it requires multiple lasers in the optical net-
work unit (ONU), so a cost-effective ONU architecture is needed. To 
resolve this issue, we propose sharing the directly modulated laser 
with upstream signals for transmitter and receiver. We experimen-
tally evaluated its effect.

  

Separability and Commonality of Auditory and Visual 
Bistable Perception

H. M. Kondo, N. Kitagawa, M. S. Kitamura, A. Koizumi, M. 
Nomura, and M. Kashino

Cerebral Cortex, Oxford University Press, Vol. 22, No. 8, pp. 
�9�5–�922, 20�2.

It is unclear what neural processes induce individual differences in 
perceptual organization in different modalities. To examine this issue, 
the present study used different forms of bistable perception: audi-
tory streaming, verbal transformations, visual plaids, and reversible 
figures. We performed factor analyses on the number of perceptual 
switches in the tasks. A 3-factor model provided a better fit to the data 
than the other possible models. These factors, namely the “auditory”, 
“shape”, and “motion” factors, were separable but correlated with 
each other. We compared the number of perceptual switches among 
genotype groups to identify the effects of neurotransmitter functions 
on the factors. We focused on polymorphisms of catechol-O-methyl-

transferase (COMT) Val(�58)Met and serotonin 2A receptor 
(HTR2A)-�438G/A genes, which are involved in the modulation of 
dopamine and serotonin, respectively. The number of perceptual 
switches in auditory streaming and verbal transformations differed 
among COMT genotype groups, whereas that in reversible figures 
differed among HTR2A genotype groups. The results indicate that 
the auditory and shape factors reflect the functions of the dopamine 
and serotonin systems, respectively. Our findings suggest that the 
formation and selection of percepts involve neural processes in corti-
cal and subcortical areas.

  

Joint estimation of confidence and error causes in speech 
recognition

A. Ogawa and A. Nakamura
Speech Commun., Elsevier, Vol. 54, No. 9, pp. �0�4–�028, 20�2.
Speech recognition errors are essentially unavoidable under the 

severe conditions of real fields, and so confidence estimation, which 
scores the reliability of a recognition result, plays a critical role in the 
development of speech-recognition-based real-field application sys-
tems. However, if we are to develop an application system that pro-
vides a high-quality service, in addition to achieving accurate confi-
dence estimation, we also need to extract and exploit further supple-
mentary information from a speech recognition engine. As a first step 
in this direction, in this paper, we propose a method for estimating the 
confidence of a recognition result while jointly detecting the causes 
of recognition errors based on estimating the confidence of a recogni-
tion result, while jointly detecting the causes of recognition errors, by 
using a discriminative model. The confidence of a recognition result 
and the nonexistence/existence of error causes are naturally corre-
lated. By directly capturing these correlations between the confi-
dence and error causes, the proposed method enhances its estimation 
performance for the confidence and each error cause complementa-
rily. In the initial speech recognition experiments, the proposed 
method provided higher confidence estimation accuracy than a dis-
criminative model based a state-of-the-art confidence estimation 
method. Moreover, the effective estimation mechanism of the pro-
posed method was confirmed by detailed analyses.

  




